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Methodology
Survey approach
Questionnaires were designed, printed and distributed by the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group to all
electors on the Electoral Roll in the Parish of Lyonshall in late September 2012 and were to be returned
sealed to collection boxes in the Royal George, the church and Memorial Hall, or posted/handed to a
specified member of the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group by 8th October 2012.
The instruction was that each adult could complete their own questionnaire. A total of 145 responses were
received.
The full set of completed questionnaires was handed over to Herefordshire Council’s Research Team for
data entry and analysis. This report presents that analysis, but does not attempt to provide any
commentary or interpretation of the results.

Presentation of results
Where percentages are used, they are rounded to the nearest whole number. The “base” is the sample
base from which the percentages are calculated. In all questions, the sample base is all respondents to
that particular question. Any variation from this is noted and explained in the main body of the report, e.g.
where large numbers of people didn’t answer a particular question, it is appropriate to use the total number
of survey respondents as the base.
Note that if respondents could select more than one answer to a particular question, the percentages may
add up to more than 100%.
Several questions asked respondents to rank their preferences from a list of options, or suggest their own
options; they also gave the opportunity to say ‘no preference’. A number of respondents simply ticked a
number of options making it impossible to determine any preferences. For analysis ticks were counted as
tied ranks – so for example if a respondent ticked two options and left the rest blank, each of the two
options was assigned a rank of 1.5 (the mid-point between ranks one and two); if they ticked three options
each was assigned a rank of two (the mid-point between one and three). For simplicity and presentational
purposes, the tables in the report count tied ranks as ‘joint’ with the rank above – for example 1.5 as ‘joint
first’.
Answers to questions requiring a free text answer are not included in this report, only the number of
respondents. The comments provided can be found in the appendix. As far as possible the comments have
been anonymised by removing names but care should be taken to ensure that personally identifiable
information is not shared with party outside the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group. Any comments or
explanation added by the data inputter as shown in parenthesis [ ]. If the same comment was made by
more than one respondent, the number of respondents who gave this comment is shown in brackets after
the comments in brackets e.g. [2].
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Results
This section presents the analysis of the 145 completed questionnaires.
Please note that percentages are calculated as a proportion of respondents to each question unless
otherwise stated.

POPULATION
Q1 Do you consider the population of the Village and Civil Parish should:
Answer
Greatly increase in numbers
Increase in numbers
Stay the same
Decrease in numbers
Greatly decrease in numbers
Don't know
Total respondents
Not answered

Respondents selecting option
No.
%
4
3%
72
50%
58
41%
1
1%
0
0%
8
6%
143
100%
2
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Q2. Do you feel that the current population contains:
Answer
Too many old people
A good mix of ages
Too many young people
Don't know
Total respondents
Not answered

Respondents selecting option
No.
%
38
26%
94
65%
0
0%
12
8%
144
100%
1

Q3. Do you consider that Lyonshall CP works well as a community?

Answer
Yes
No
Don't know
Total respondents
Not answered

Respondents selecting option
No.
%
81
58%
30
21%
29
21%
140
100%
5
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Q4. If the population is to be increased, do you foresee Lyonshall as primary a residential village
with people working in the larger areas of employment or as an economic centre in its own right
with new jobs etc. in the Civil Parish.

Answer
Residential/ dormitory
Economic centre
Don't know
Total respondents
Not answered

Respondents selecting
option
No.
%
99
75%
11
8%
22
17%
132
100%
13

Your comments and ideas about POPULATION:
There were 47 comments made. Please see appendix for full list.
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HOUSING
Q5. Lyonshall is a large rural Parish geographically but it has a small village at its centre and
several scattered hamlets. Ideally, if new houses were to be built, should they be:

Answer
In the wider Civil Parish (CP)
In or very near the centre of Lyonshall Village
A mix of both
No preference
Total respondents
Not answered

Respondents selecting
option
No.
%
19
13%
28
20%
86
61%
8
6%
141
100%
4
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6. If in the wider parish, where would your preferred site(s) be? (Indicate as many as you prefer,
grading them from 1 (most wanted) to 8 (least wanted).
Note: Even though the instructions were given to rank as many options as preferred in this
question, some respondents have ticked multiple answer options instead. The approach taken to
counting the ticks is detailed in the methodology section of this report (p.3).
Of the 145 people that responded to the questionnaire, 122 people answered Q6.
Of those 122, 65 expressed some kind of preference from the options given, 48 indicated that they had no
preference and 9 said 'other'.
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Preferences for development ‐ sites in wider parish

1st choice (including joint 1st)

2nd choice (including joint 2nd)
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4th choice
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5th choice
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Bullocks Mill

7th choice

Woonton Ash

8th choice

Count of people that indicated a
preference that DID NOT select
this option

The Rhyse

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Respondents giving response as % of all who answered question

Didn't select any of the options
given (i.e. ticked 'no preference' or
gave an alternative)

There were 15 comments made to specify ‘other’ as follows:
“1. Centre of village” (2)
“1. Close to the centre of Lyonshall”
“2. In the village centre”
“3. Between old station and hall”
“A mix at appropriate sites”
“A solid mix of all areas”
“All dependent on access and parking”
“Anywhere in the CP where suitable sites which will not reduce good farming land exist”
“Brown field sites only and to meet local housing demand”
“NONE”
“NONE BUILT”
“None on car route from the church through vicarage field Burgoyne's/end of houses on Rhyse Lane”
“Nowhere in the parish”
“Probably converted barns where ever they are”
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7. If in the Village of Lyonshall, where should housing development be? (Indicate as many as you
would prefer, grading them from 1 (most wanted) to 5 (least wanted)).
Of the 145 people that responded to the questionnaire, 135 people answered Q7.
Of those 135, 104 expressed some kind of preference from the options given and 31 indicated that they
had no preference.

Preferences for this option
1st choice (including joint 1st)
2nd choice
3rd choice
4th choice
5th choice
Selected one or more of the options
given but not this one
Didn't select any of the options given
(i.e. ticked 'no preference')
All respondents to question

Preferences for this option
1st choice (including joint 1st)
2nd choice
3rd choice
4th choice
5th choice
Selected one or more of the options
given but not this one
Didn't select any of the options given
(i.e. ticked 'no preference')
All respondents to question
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5
5
6
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31%
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4%
4%
9%
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Preferences for development ‐ sites with in the Village of Lyonshall
1st choice (including joint
1st)

On the A480 ‐ 'North' towards the
church

2nd choice
On the A480 ‐ 'South' towards Hereford
3rd choice

'East' towards Bryncurl and the A44

4th choice

'West' along Spond Lane towards
Elsdon

5th choice

Selected one or more of the
options given but not this
one

Just in‐fill and 'ad hoc' (random)
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40%

60%

80%

100%

Respondents giving response as % of all who answered question

Didn't select any of the
options given (i.e. ticked 'no
preference')
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Q8. Over recent years, on average two new houses per year have been built in the entire CP. Do you
consider this: (select one)

Too many
About right
Too few
Don't know
Total respondents
Not answered

Respondents
selecting option
No.
%
9
6%
90
63%
38
26%
7
5%
144
100%
1
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Q9. If new homes to be built during the next 10-30 years, what type should they be?: ((Indicate as
many as you would prefer, grading them from 1 (most wanted) to 9 (least wanted)).
Of the 145 people that responded to the questionnaire, 143 people answered Q9.
Of those 143, 131 expressed some kind of preference from the options given, 7 indicated that they had no
preference and 5 said 'other'.

Preferences for this
option

1st choice (including
joint 1st)
2nd choice (including
joint 2nd)

Detached
Houses
Houses
private
Private semi‐
for
with
Subsidised
Sheltered
houses
detached/
multiple
workshops
Eco‐ homes for accommodation
(executive terraced houses
Bungalows
occupancy
attached
homes sale or
for elderly
homes ‐ 3,
(2 or 3
(i.e. small
for cottage
rent
people
4 or more
bedrooms)
flats,
industries
b...
hostels ...
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Preferences for this
option

1st choice (including
joint 1st)
2nd choice (including
joint 2nd)

Detached
private
Private semi‐
houses
detached/
(executive
terraced houses (2
homes ‐ 3,
or 3 bedrooms)
4 or more
b...

Houses
Houses for
with
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workshops
Eco‐ homes for accommodation occupancy
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homes sale or
for elderly
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for cottage
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industries
hostels ...
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10%
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9th choice
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3%
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33%
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100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%
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Preferences for types of new homes to be built
1st choice (including joint 1st)

Detached private houses (executive homes
‐ 3, 4 or more b...

2nd choice (including joint 2nd)
Private semi‐detached/terraced houses (2
or 3 bedrooms)
3rd choice
Houses with workshops attached for
cottage industries

4th choice (including joint 4)
5th choice

Bungalows

6th choice (including joint 6th)
Eco‐homes
7th choice (including joint 7th)
Subsidised homes for sale or rent
8th choice (including joint 8th)
Sheltered accommodation for elderly
people

9th choice
Selected one or more of the
options given but not this one

Houses for multiple occupancy (i.e. small
flats, hostels ...
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Respondents giving response as % of all who answered question

Didn't select any of the options
given (i.e. ticked 'no preference'
or gave an alternative)

There were 16 comments to specify ‘other’ as follows:
“1, one bed homes”
“1. Mix of semi and detached, small”
“1. Very small 1 bed houses ‐ give all young people a chance rent or buy”
“2. Converting existing unused bldgs.
“6. Mix bungalows / houses”
“9. Border Oak Traditional”
“A mix of everything”
“A mixture of different types”
“Any or all in order to meet demand but to include some affordable and some sheltered homes”
“MIX”
“No social housing” (2)
“NONE”
“Smallholdings?? 1‐2 acres?”
“ Passive houses with low fuel costs”
“What do people want? Make they afford?”
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10. Should priority be given to: (Indicate as many as you would prefer, grading them from 1 (most
wanted) to 5 (least wanted)).
Of the 145 people that responded to the questionnaire, 141 people answered Q9.
Of those 141, 128 expressed some kind of preference from the options given, 9 indicated that they had no
preference and 4 said 'other'.

Preferences for this option

1st choice (including joint 1st)
2nd choice (including joint 2nd)
3rd choice
4th choice
5th choice
Selected one or more of the options
given but not this one
Didn't select any of the options given
(i.e. ticked 'no preference' or gave an
alternative)
All respondents to question

Preferences for this option

1st choice (including joint 1st)
2nd choice (including joint 2nd)
3rd choice
4th choice
5th choice
Selected one or more of the options
given but not this one
Didn't select any of the options given
(i.e. ticked 'no preference' or gave an
alternative)
All respondents to question

Restoring and
updating
current housing
and empty
houses
80
18
11
8
2

Barn
conversions or
similar re‐use
of existing
redundant ...
23
51
21
9
2

21
24
40
15
1

"New Builds"
on suitable
land within
Government
Guidelines
21
11
15
40
6

10

23

28

36

12

12

12

12

141

141

141

141

Restoring and
updating
current housing
and empty
houses
57%
13%
8%
6%
1%

Barn
conversions or
similar re‐use
of existing
redundant ...
16%
36%
15%
6%
1%

7%

"Self‐building"
by local people
for their own
use

15%
17%
28%
11%
1%

"New Builds"
on suitable
land within
Government
Guidelines
15%
8%
11%
28%
4%

16%

20%

26%

9%

9%

9%

9%

100%

100%

100%

100%

"Self‐building"
by local people
for their own
use
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Preferences for priorties
1st choice (including
joint 1st)
Restoring and updating current
housing and empty houses

2nd choice (including
joint 2nd)

3rd choice

Barn conversions or similar re‐
use of existing redundant ...

4th choice
"Self‐building" by local people
for their own use

5th choice

"New Builds" on suitable land
within Government Guidelines

Selected one or more
of the options given
but not this one

0%
20%
40%
60%
80%
100%
Respondents giving response as % of all who answered question

Didn't select any of the
options given (i.e.
ticked 'no preference'
or gave an alternative)

There were 9 comments made to specify ‘other’ as follows:
“1 Housing to rent”
“3. Self build by people for their own use”
“4. Use suitable plots anywhere that become available”
“5. Border Oak traditional”
“A mix of everything”
“Depends on site and design appeal”
“I find it difficult to grade these”
“NONE”
“None of the above”

Q11 Comments and ideas on HOUSING section.
There were 45 comments made. Please see appendix for full list.
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DESIGN AND HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
Q12. If several new houses were to be built should they be: (select one):

Answer
All on the same site (i.e. small residential development)
Divided between several different sites
A mix of the above
No preference
Total respondents
Not answered

Respondents
selecting option
No.
%
13
10%
56
42%
55
41%
10
7%
134
100%
11

Q13. If several new houses are built as a group should they be:
a) Size (select one):

Answer
The same size (e.g. 3 bed) and occupy the same sized plot
A mixture of sizes and plots
No preference
Total respondents
Not answered

Respondents
selecting option
No.
%
15
12%
102
82%
8
6%
125
100%
20
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b) Style (select one):

Answer
Of a similar style to each other
A mixture of styles
No preference
Total respondents
Not answered

Respondents
selecting option
No.
%
30
32%
53
57%
10
11%
93
100%
52

Please note that more than one third of respondents (52 people) didn’t answer this question.
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Q14. Would you prefer the exterior style of new houses to be: (Indicate as many as you would
prefer: grading them from 1 (most wanted) to 7 (least wanted)).
Of the 145 people responded to the questionnaire, 140 people answered Q14.
Of those 140, 125 expressed some kind of preference from the options given and 15 said 'other'.

Preferences for this
option
1st choice (including joint
1st)
2nd choice
3rd choice
4th choice
5th choice
6th choice
7th choice
Selected one or more of
the options given but not
this one
Didn't select any of the
options given (i.e. ticked
'other' and gave
alternative)
All respondents to
question

Half‐
Ultra‐
Traditional timber‐ timbered/render
Traditional
modern
Traditional
framed
ed ("Black‐and‐
red brick
(More on
stone‐faced
("Tudorbethan")
White" or
faced
next page)
cottage style)

Wood

7

34

23

41

20

4

3
4
3
10
20
23

15
13
9
5
4
4

29
17
8
6
2
0

25
26
7
1
2
0

20
10
16
10
7
6

5
8
13
20
12
9

55

41

40

23

36

54

15

15

15

15

15

15

140

140

140

140

140

140

Half‐
Traditional timber‐ timbered/rende
Traditional
Traditional
framed
red ("Black‐and‐
red brick
stone‐faced
("Tudorbethan")
White" or
faced
cottage style)

Preferences for this
option

Ultra‐
modern
(More on
next page)

1st choice (including joint
1st)

5%

24%

16%

29%

14%

3%

2%
3%
2%
7%
14%
16%

11%
9%
6%
4%
3%
3%

21%
12%
6%
4%
1%
0%

18%
19%
5%
1%
1%
0%

14%
7%
11%
7%
5%
4%

4%
6%
9%
14%
9%
6%

39%

29%

29%

16%

26%

39%

11%

11%

11%

11%

11%

11%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

2nd choice
3rd choice
4th choice
5th choice
6th choice
7th choice
Selected one or more of
the options given but not
this one
Didn't select any of the
options given (i.e. ticked
'other' and gave
alternative)
All respondents to
question

Wood
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1st choice (including joint
1st)

Prefernces for exterior of now homes to be built

2nd choice

Ultra‐modern (More on next page)

3rd choice
Traditional timber‐framed
("Tudorbethan")
4th choice
Half‐timbered/rendered ("Black‐and‐
White" or cottage style)

5th choice

Traditional stone‐faced

6th choice

7th choice

Traditional red brick faced

Wood

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Respondents giving response as % of all who answered question

Selected one or more of the
options given but not this
one
Didn't select any of the
options given (i.e. ticked
'other' and gave alternative)

There were 20 comments made to specify ‘other’ as follows:
“1 ‐ A mix of everything, but not too way‐out”
“6 ‐ Straw”
“A mix”
“A mixture of exterior styles to complement other properties in village.
“A mixture of the above” (2)
“A mixture”
“All have a place”
“All should fit in with existing buildings”
“Architect designed not council "mass produced"”
“In keeping with area”
“In keeping with current style”
“In keeping with surroundings”
“In keeping with the area”
“In keeping with the houses in that area”
“It depends on site”
“Mixture”
“No preference / mixture”
“No preference”
“NONE”
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Q15. Should all new homes have gardens? (select one)

Answer
Yes
No
No preference
Total respondents
Not answered

Respondents
selecting option
No.
%
124
88%
4
3%
13
9%
141
100%
4

Q16. Should all new homes have garages? (select one)

Answer
Yes
No
No preference
Total respondents
Not answered

Respondents
selecting option
No.
%
88
63%
19
14%
33
24%
140
100%
5
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Q17. Comments and ideas on DESIGN section
There were 41 comments made. Please see appendix for full list.

BUSINESS AND TOURISM
Q18. Should Lyonshall be making a plan for commercial development?

Answer
Yes
No
Don't know
Total respondents
Not answered

Respondents
selecting
No.
%
56
39%
53
37%
33
23%
142
100%
3
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Q19. If yes, what sort of businesses would you like to see in the parish?
There were 54 comments made. Please see appendix for full list.
Q20. Where would you like to see commercial units built if required?
There were 57 comments made. Please see appendix for full list.

Q21. Should Lyonshall encourage tourism?

Answer
Yes
No
Don't know
Total respondents
Not answered

Respondents
selecting
No.
%
109
78%
15
11%
15
11%
139
100%
6
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Q22. If "Yes", what is required? (Indicate as many as you would prefer, grading them from 1 (most
wanted) to 6 (least wanted)).
Of the 145 people that responded to the questionnaire, 115 people answered Q22.
Of those 115, 107 expressed some kind of preference from the options given, 5 said “don’t know’ and 3
said 'other'.

Preferences for this option

1st choice (including joint 1st)
2nd choice (including joint 2nd)
3rd choice
4th choice
5th choice
6th choice
Selected one or more of the
options given but not this one
Didn't select any of the options
given (i.e. ticked 'Don't know' or
gave an alternative)
All respondents to question

Preferences for this option

1st choice (including joint 1st)
2nd choice (including joint 2nd)
3rd choice
4th choice
5th choice
6th choice
Selected one or more of the
options given but not this one
Didn't select any of the options
given (i.e. ticked 'Don't know' or
gave an alternative)
All respondents to question

More holiday
lets

More B&B
accommodati
on

Hotel/Inn
accommodati
on

16
20
15
7
3
5

32
20
14
5
4
0

27
18
13
9
6
1

Better
specific
marketing for
the Parish
23
15
8
11
6
2

41

32

33

42

54

8

8

8

8

8

115

115

115

115

115

More holiday
lets

More B&B
accommodati
on

Hotel/Inn
accommodati
on

14%
17%
13%
6%
3%
4%

28%
17%
12%
4%
3%
0%

23%
16%
11%
8%
5%
1%

Better
specific
marketing for
the Parish
20%
13%
7%
10%
5%
2%

36%

28%

29%

37%

47%

7%

7%

7%

7%

7%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

New 'visitor
attractions'
16
6
6
9
11
5

New 'visitor
attractions'
14%
5%
5%
8%
10%
4%
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Preferences for encourage tourism in Lyonshall
1st choice (including joint 1st)
More holiday lets
2nd choice (including joint 2nd)

3rd choice

More B&B accommodation

4th choice
Hotel/Inn accommodation
5th choice
Better specific marketing for the
Parish

6th choice

Selected one or more of the
options given but not this one

New 'visitor attractions'

Didn't select any of the options
100% given (i.e. ticked 'Don't know' or
Respondents giving response as % of all who answered question
gave an alternative)
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

There were 11 comments made to specify ‘other’.
“1‐ An identifiable centre, where people can stop/rest”
“2 ‐ Making the most of what we've got”
“4 ‐ Camp site?”
“6 ‐ Caravan / camp site”
“6 ‐ Outdoor pursuits”
“A few road signs to highlight pub, Offa's Dyke etc.”
“Good web page for Lyonshall”
“More information on local activities”
“NONE!”
“Twin Lyonshall with village in France/Spain”
“Walking routes with B&B”

Your comments or other ideas on BUSINESS/TOURISM section:
There were 38 comments made. Please see appendix for full list.
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AMENITIES & SERVICES
Q23. If there was a village shop/post office how would you use it? (select one)
Answer
Very rarely
Convenience shopping
Weekly shop
Not at all
Total respondents
Not answered

Respondents selecting options
No.
%
10
7%
118
85%
9
6%
2
1%
139
100%
6

Q24. How necessary is the village pub?
Answer
Very necessary/vital
Quite necessary/desirable
Not necessary
Total respondents
Not answered

Respondents selecting option
No.
%
104
72%
37
26%
3
2%
144
1
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Q25. Are there any other retail outlets which you would support in Lyonshall e.g. weekly produce
market, craft centre, cafe?
There were 81 comments made. Please see appendix for full list.
Q26. If suitable land could be found, what do you consider are the most important additional
amenities that Lyonshall needs? (list as many as you would like to see)
There were a total of 168 comments made for 6 priorities. Please see appendix for full list.

Q27. Your comments or other ideas on AMENITIES/SERVICES
There were 27 comments made. Please see appendix for full list.
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FARMING AND AGRI-BUSINESS
Q28. Do you feel your life is affected by local farming & agri-business in any of the following ways?
(Tick yes or no to these statements)
Respondents were also invited to comments on each statement; numbers that did shown in the last column
– see appendix for full list.
Yes

Statement
Tractors and farm machinery impact
on the Lyonshall road network.
Spreading of farmyard manure causes
smell at my property.
Local farms create noise that affects
my quality of life.
Local poultry sites impact on my life.
Farms and/or poultry sites are an
eyesore on the landscape
Farming contributes towards the
economy within Lyonshall
Farmers are good stewards of the
countryside
Agriculture impacts on my life in other
ways

No

Not
answered

No. of
comments
made

No.

%

No.

%

Total
respondents

69

49%

73

51%

142

3

79

65

46%

77

54%

142

3

64

21

15%

122

85%

143

2

40

41

30%

97

70%

138

7

61

26

19%

109

81%

135

10

56

132

96%

6

4%

138

7

23

119

94%

8

6%

127

18

49

41

37%

69

63%

110

35

47
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Q29. Do you feel that farmers are well placed to supply food and energy? (Tick yes or no to these
statements)
Respondents were also invited to comments on each statement; numbers that did shown in the last column
– see appendix for full list.

Statement
Local farmers should be encouraged
to produce more food.
Local farmers should be encouraged
to supply food to the local area.
Renewable energy developments
should be pursued by local farmers.
Energy produced should be available
to village residents

Yes

No

Total
Not
respondents answered

No. of
comments
made

No.

%

No.

%

113

88%

15

12%

128

17

30

127

94%

8

6%

135

10

26

105

83%

22

17%

127

18

42

104

86%

17

14%

121

24

29

Q30. Are there any types of farming practice or organisation (such as organic, co-operatives etc)
that you would like to see encouraged in the Parish?
There were 58 comments made. Please see appendix for full list.

Q31. Your comments or ideas on FARMING/AGRICULTURE section:
There were 36 comments made. Please see appendix for full list.
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UTILITIES
Q32. Is there the need for a localised green (renewable) energy supply for the general benefit of the
local residents? If so, would you support: (Indicate as many as you would prefer, grading them from 1
(most wanted) to 6 (least wanted)).
Of the 145 people that responded to the questionnaire, 124 expressed some kind of preference from the
options given and 21 people didn’t answer this question.

Preferences for this option
1st choice (including joint 1st)
2nd choice (including joint 2nd)
3rd choice (including joint 3rd)
4th choice
5th choice
6th choice
Selected one or more of the
options given but not this one
All respondents to question

Distribution using ALL
respondents as base:
1st choice (including joint 1st)
2nd choice (including joint 2nd)
3rd choice (including joint 3rd)
4th choice
5th choice
6th choice
Selected one or more of the
options given but not this one
All respondents to question

14
7
17
15
5
11

Solar panels
on a
designated
field
22
21
14
5
9
15

Solar panels
on Poultry
house and
similar roofs
71
21
9
2
3
6

55

55

38

12

42

124

124

124

124

124

124

Wind
turbines

Biomass
plants

Anaerobic
digesters

6%
2%
5%
4%
4%
36%

10%
3%
13%
10%
10%
9%

11%
6%
14%
12%
4%
9%

Solar panels
on a
designated
field
18%
17%
11%
4%
7%
12%

Solar panels
on Poultry
house and
similar roofs
57%
17%
7%
2%
2%
5%

43%

44%

44%

31%

10%

34%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Wind
turbines

Biomass
plants

Anaerobic
digesters

7
3
6
5
5
45

12
4
16
13
13
11

53

Ground‐
heat
pumps
31
23
17
3
4
4

Ground‐
heat
pumps
25%
19%
14%
2%
3%
3%
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Preferences for localised green (renewable) energy supply
1st choice (including joint
1st)
Wind turbines
2nd choice (including joint
2nd)

Biomass plants

3rd choice (including joint
3rd)

Anaerobic digesters

4th choice
Solar panels on a designated field
5th choice
Solar panels on Poultry house and
similar roofs
6th choice
Ground‐heat pumps
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

Respondents giving response as % of all who answered question

Selected one or more of
the options given but not
this one

Q33. Do you have any issues with the following services? (Please tick if you have issues)

Service
Mains water
Mains sewerage
Mains gas
Electricity
Telephone, internet or broadband access
None selected
Total respondents
Base

Respondents saying they have
an issue
No.
%*
7
5%
13
9%
15
10%
7
5%
53
37%
71
74
145
100%

*Base = Total survey respondents
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If so, what are the issues and what action is needed? (Note: Many properties are not on 'The Mains')
78 respondents made comments to specify issues and possible actions needed. Please see appendix for
full list.
Q34. Should we encourage green (bio, reed beds etc.) alternatives to the present sewage treatments
system?

Answer
Yes
No
Don't know
Total respondents
Not answered

Respondents selecting
option
No.
%
48
38%
28
22%
52
41%
128
100%
17
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Q35. Comments and ideas on practical ways in which Lyonshall Parish could maximise its green
energy use and/ or minimise its waste
There were 26 comments provided. Please see appendix for full list.
ROADS, BRIDLEWAYS, CYCLE ROUTES, PAVEMENTS AND FOOTPATHS
Q36. Do you think the current roads through the parish are:
a) Adequate for the traffic they may carry over the next 20-30 years?

Answer
Yes
No
Don't know
Total respondents
Not answered

Respondents selecting
option
No.
%
49
36%
63
46%
25
18%
137
100%
8

b) As safe as possible?

Answer
Yes
No
Don't know
Total respondents
Not answered

Respondents selecting
option
No.
%
39
30%
81
61%
12
9%
132
100%
13
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Q37. If "No" to a) or b) above, what improvements would you like to see?
There were 84 comments made. Please see appendix for full list.
Q38. Do you feel that being on a bus route is important?

Answer
Very important
Moderately important
Not important
Don't know
Total respondents
Not answered

Respondents selecting
option
No.
%
120
83%
21
15%
2
1%
1
1%
144
100%
1
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Q39. Does Lyonshall need a local bicycle route?

Answer
Yes
No
Don't know
Total respondents
Not answered

Respondents selecting
option
No.
%
33
24%
66
47%
41
29%
140
100%
5

If "yes", where?
There were 31 comments made to specify locations for a local bicycle route. See appendix for full list of
comments.

Q40. Are the local pavements, footpaths, bridle paths and public rights of way adequate and/or
sufficiently well maintained?

Answer
Yes
No
Don't know
Total respondents
Not answered

Respondents selecting
option
No.
%
66
47%
54
39%
19
14%
139
100%
6
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Your Comments or other ideas on ROADS, RIDLEWAYS, CYCLE ROUTES, PAVEMENTS AND
FOOTPATHS section:
There were 57 comments made. Please see appendix for full list.

ABOUT YOU
Gender:

Gender
Male
Female
Total respondents
Not answered

Respondents
selecting option
No.
%
66
47%
74
53%
140
100%
5
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Age group:

Age group
18‐30 years
31‐45 years
46‐60 years
61‐75 years
76‐90 years
91+ years
Total respondents
Not answered

Respondents selecting
option
No.
%
6
4%
14
10%
33
23%
70
49%
19
13%
1
1%
143
100%
2

Time spent living in the Civil Parish of Lyonshall:
Length of time
Under 10 years
10 ‐ 30 years
More than 30 years
Total respondents
Not answered

Respondents selecting option
No.
%
39
27%
72
51%
31
22%
142
100%
3
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Have you lived elsewhere?:

Answer
Yes
No
Total respondents
Not answered

Respondents selecting
option
No.
%
127
93%
9
7%
136
100%
9
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Are you: (tick all that apply)

Answer
Working full‐time
Working part‐time
Unemployed
Disabled
Full‐time homebuilder
Retired/semi‐retired
Total respondents
Not answered

Respondents selecting
option
No.
%
39
28%
30
21%
0
0%
4
3%
8
6%
69
49%
141
100%
4

Note: respondents could select more than one answer.
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Do you live in Lyonshall Parish?

Answer
Yes
No
Total respondents
Not answered

Respondents selecting
option
No.
%
144
100%
0
0%
144
100%
1

Where do you work?
Answer
In Lyonshall CP (map was provided)
Within 20 miles of Lyonshall (e.g. Kington, Hereford, Leominster)
Outside the County of Herefordshire (e,g, London, Birmingham)
I don't work
Total respondents
Not answered

Respondents selecting option
No.
%
39
31%
30
24%
8
6%
47
38%
124
21
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How many under 18 year-olds are in the household? Fill in the number
Number of under 18 year‐olds in household
None
At least one
Total respondents

Respondents
No.
%
114
80%
29
20%
143
100%

Please note that the majority of respondents said that there aren’t any under 18 year-olds in their
households.

Age of children
Aged 5 and under
Aged 6 to 11
Aged 12 to 17
Total number of children aged under 18 years

Number of
children*
3
21
25
49

*Important note: since each adult in a household could return a separate questionnaire, the same
children could be counted on more than one form – i.e. double counted in the numbers in the table.

What other improvements or facilities would you like to see in Lyonshall for the future? What is THE
question we have forgotten to ask? All ideas and comments are welcome - it is YOUR Parish, after
all!
There were 39 comments made to describe other improvements or facilities that respondents would like to
see in Lyonshall. Please see appendix for full list.
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Appendix: List of comments and questionnaire
Note: Any comments added by the data inputter are shown in parentheses [ ]. Identical comments are
shown once with the number of times they occur in parentheses e.g. [x2].
Your comments and ideas about POPULATION
Comments:
['slightly' added beside Q1 'Increase in numbers]
1. Small numbers over a period of time. 2. A mixed age group is desirable. 3. Some groups don't mix except
on big occasions.
3. Playground opening and Royal George attempted community purchase showed the community to have
common interests, but need on‐going project/s to keep momentum going.
4: some industry to employ the young is desirable. 3: A large number of the activities in the parish are
organised and supported by the same people, a large proportion of which are like farming fraternity.
A little of both.
A more socio‐economic mix needed as well as greater age diversity.
A residential village
An increase would be very detrimental to the character and personality of the parish.
Answer to Q.3 depends upon the definition of "community"
Any business centred in Lyonshall that is not agri. based would help keep pop. In the village where and what
are difficult to envisage.
As Lyonshall is so spread out there is less of a community feel to it. It is quite difficult to get to know like‐
minded people.
Families with children are needed to ensure the future of the parish.
For population to [??????] we need to create jobs so as to employ the younger people.
Hopefully would maintain & increase bus service!
I feel that an area finds its own level naturally ‐ to build new properties to actively encourage people in will
unbalance finely‐tune equilibrium. Build on brown field sites or re‐use empty stock.
I have found that the inhabitants of Lyonshall are very insular and it is often difficult to get to know them
especially those born here.
I think an increase in younger people would be beneficial but am against "affordable housing" & similar
schemes.
I think it's important that the population stays the same. There is no need for it to increase as there is little
employment and facilities.
Ideally needs to grow at the younger end of the spectrum ‐ preferably with money.
Ideally would like some local jobs so people don't have to commute
Important population stays the same. Or very similar.
In these times of youth unemployment, government cut backs and business collapse on the High St. a growth
in population is not desirable & could create one more unemployment black‐spot, which is far from one [the]
case at the moment.
It can only be residential as we have poor links to the rest of the county as proven by [????????] 4 miles away
It is unlikely that all new residents would find employment, but feel that small industrial estate/craft units
could provide some employment.
It would be good to see small industry but would people to function in current economic climate, would the
wages be high enough to retain this / and give people the opportunity to work closer to home!
It would be healthy to have across a mixed age group.
Jobs should be encouraged where possible even though the village will be mostly residential!
Kington needs supporting from a business angle. Why have an industrial site when there are empty units in
Kington.
Limitations: fragmented population, isolated church, no school, no shops.
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Comments:
Locals only with family contacts. Village people are rugged individuals who are mostly independent often with
local family. High UK birth rate welfare demands make urban support an economic necessity.
Lyonshall is too mono‐ethnic + mono‐cultural; it's not a good mix of people. Many small businesses exist +
more should be encouraged.
Lyonshall needs to build its population back to between 800 and 1000 including far more younger people with
children some of whom will work in the parish.
Lyonshall village itself isn't configured to support business, tourism etc.
More younger families are needed for the future of the village it is fast becoming an older people place
Need employment opportunities to grow and expand the economy of the CP.
Need to provide good/better facilities for older population but also attract younger people + families.
No school, shop or Post Office. A big increase in population would be unrealistic.
People could run better home‐based businesses if internet broadband connections were improved! It's
diabolical in Bullocks Mill!
Please don't assume more means better; the effect on individuals of more people will be for the worse. As for
economic development, most incomers come to Lyonshall to ESCAPE exactly that!
Primarily farming core supporting a residential village. A new commercial development of offices/small units
would help create jobs & encourage younger people to the village.
Surely, for the above question a healthy mix of both is best?
The population of the village will grow slowly.
Traditionally it is a mix of ages with some residents working elsewhere + some working in local businesses ‐
this seems healthy.
We are a rural village, so likely to remain a residential village with people commuting to employment.
We are well out of village ‐ but imagine decision dependent on pub, church ‐ any village occasion well
supported.
We need a more focused centre of the village. It would be highly positive if we could attract a large employer
but this is probably not realistic.
Workshops and cottage industries encouraged to increase population. Agribusiness discouraged except where
access easy and not spoiling country lanes.

Q11 Comments and ideas on HOUSING section
Comments:
[Q9c. But remember costs in transport/sales of products. Q9d. Will be built near new medical unit to facilitate
access]
['slightly' added beside Q8 'Too few'] There are many unused/empty/agricultural buildings etc. that could be
converted to residential.
A mix of homes to ensure a mix of community "age"!
Access & traffic! I.e. too few passing places on Spond Lane.
All building must "fit in" to the aims of the village character. Services must improve in the village centre ‐ e.g.
sewage disposal.
All buildings should be in keeping with existing older housing.
Any new builds in outlying hamlets must have updated infrastructure, i.e. water, drainage, sewage etc.
Easier for families with land to build houses to encourage children to stay a work in the business.
Empty houses in village do them up.
Encourage the low earners & young people to stay in the area with as real option other than staying with
parents.
Enough housing in village.
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Comments:
Housing for "families" should be a priority. We need more children in the parish.
Housing should not be surrounded by tarmac. Use absorbent flag stones or gravel, otherwise water just runs
off & floods drains.
I feel it is essential to re‐use empty houses & develop "brown Field" sites BEFORE any development of "virgin"
sites.
I see no harm in having houses built on "tucked away" sites in the countryside. They add to the interest of the
overall view and do not spoil it. Allow building on suitable sites anywhere within CP.
I would like to see planning become easier for farming families to build on their own land to support family
members who wish to join the business.
If someone has a suitable reason to build. They should be helped not hindered.
In rural communities it's important that there is housing for children in the village who grow up, so they can
stay & work locally.
In this age where jobs are so scarce and mortgages so high there is a need for housing for rent especially for
younger families.
It would be good to have a variety of styles and approaches.
It's really too late to improve the centre of the village. Stepside and Queen's Mews have effectively stymied
the last two opportunities to make a proper centre.
More "starter" homes to encourage young people to live in the CP.
Multiple occupancy least favoured.
Need affordable housing to attract young families + for local young people to be able to stay where they grew
up if they want to.
New housing near bus route and between Holme Marsh and the church ‐ allowing easy access to the pub,
parish hall and church.
New housing should only be for local people, not incomers ejected from surrounding counties.
No "affordable"/social Housing Association new builds.
No big estates ‐ the infrastructure will not be able to cope. Growing as it would naturally but with some
planning.
No bungalows should be built [on] waste land. People can live downstairs leaving upstairs temporarily unused
if they have mobility issues.
One bedroom bungalows to allow elderly (widow/widower/single) to remain in the area, on or near the bus
route.
Owing to lack of work locally + necessity for own transport, the village cannot attract many young families at
the moment.
Preferably housing to stay the same to retain small community and build on community interactions.
Q: Is there a village "conservation envelope" at present?
Rather difficult to complete by grading.
Re New St / Whittern no new housing should be built in this area. The level of domestic traffic and farm
vehicles/especially chicken lorries/down this small road has greatly increased and any more would be
dangerous. There is no mains sewage/gas, it would spoil the countryside/wildlife. Keep housing in centre of
village.
Re: New St / Whittern traffic domestic & agricultural very high dangerous roads already, no gas or sewage
this area should stay rural keep all housing in the village a lot of Sun Valley chicken lorries use this road.
Refer Q.7 ‐ there should be a coordinated development between A480(S) and lane to Byrnewrd to create a
proper centre to the village. No through traffic using Curl Brook as a feature in a village green.
Social housing is not the answer for the village we already have an adequate amount. Kemble Housing
struggle to let their properties near to "The George".
Subsidised housing should be built for local people only within a 6 mile radius of Lyonshall.
There is a serious shortage of good housing. Let us build an eco‐village with low energy houses.
Three or four houses of different type p.a. to accommodate every generation and income group.
To those who do not live in Holmesmarsh it would seem ideal to build there, both Leo. DC and Hfd. say there
should be no more building there. The utilities are not capable of dealing with more, water pressure drops
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Comments:
with each new build and sewage pipes and sewerage pipes are too narrow. There are 30 dwellings already.
Very few properties to restore new builds required.
We should also encourage some larger houses 4+ bedrooms.
Whilst wishing for no particular growth in housing, I lean toward smaller houses which will match the low
salary levels of the county in purchase costs.
Q17. Comments and ideas on DESIGN section
Comments:
All houses should have a generous minimum plot size to keep Lyonshall as a village and not a town.
All new builds should have basements/garages to save space, triple glazing, v. high insulation & air lock porch
front & back doors & grey water systems.
All new homes should have sufficient off road parking.
All new properties should have driveways/pull‐ins to avoid parking/double parking on roads which causes
disruption.
All properties should at least have the space to house a couple of vehicles i.e. carport/drive to keep roads
clear.
At least off road parking.
Border Oak buildings only cost 15% more than brick ones. Please view Orchard Cottage on chapel track: this is
the best style to maintain the appearance and ambience of the village.
Build to suit the available time & finance and needs of a range of people e.g. gardens not suitable for all. Also
consider simple design with low build cost.
Continue with the mix ‐ as with past four centuries.
Design needs to be in harmony with landscape of the area as well as being practical and meeting the needs of
people who live there.
Enough housing in village.
Garages are needed. As there is not parking for lots of people and no room on the roadside it is already too
many on the roadside as it is.
Garages should be used.
Gardens and garages provide extra space when families increase in size. Parking needs to be kept off road.
If houses are to be built, they should reflect the 21st century, rather than rummage around among styles of
the past. Women don't wear crinolines or men stove‐pipe hats !
If new housed have to be built. Using traditional "B&W" & stone methods would lessen the visual impact on
the surrounding area.
Important to consider proper modern designs with RCA/eco considerations. Conserving waste heat ‐
electricity and gardens for sustainable living.
Incorporating the general style of the village.
It would depend on where the house is being built.
Makes economic sense to build on one plot.
Mix of traditional and modern designs but all "good of their type".
New buildings should be sympathetic and in keeping with existing properties in Lyonshall.
New houses should be traditional to suit the village i.e. timber framed or half‐timbered cottage style.
No comment.
No large single development site.
No one wants the Lyonshall area to look like a "new town" a mix of styles, leaning towards the traditional
would be more natural + in keeping.
No prefabs and not in keeping with rest of buildings.
No preference, but with off road parking.
None.
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Comments:
Not ultra‐modern in middle of traditional village but otherwise could be v. interesting.
Q12. Local demand only. Q13. Any permitted building to blend with adjacent.
See note above on architect designed builds.
Should all be eco‐homes with solar panels & hot water.
Stone most suitable & expensive! Pale brick fine; no cheap brick. Maybe wood.
Sympathetic to a quiet village.
The quality of design is important.
The village centre should be sympathetic with existing properties randomly placed and a mixture of designs to
try recreating the "non planned" effect early village development.
The village should not be blighted by low cost housing.
To match the houses as 14.
Uniformity breeds ugliness like.
Villages are a mixture of sizes and styles of houses. This must be maintained. Big developments of houses all
the same size and style should never be built in or near villages.
Q19. If yes, what sort of businesses would you like to see in the parish?
Q20. Where would you like to see commercial units built if required?
Q19
What sort of businesses would you like to see in the
parish?
A garage? Paper shop?
A replacement farm shop (as at Holme Marsh): some
type associated with Burgoyne’s: craft centre. Taxi
service.
A shop for elderly residents who don't drive.
A village shop with a petrol, diesel, red diesel pump!
Any business that provides a focus for the
community.
Any that employs people.
Appropriate for rural community.
Businesses that offer long term employment.
Cafe, shops for local crafts and produce.
Cottage based. Community based.
Cottage industry.
Craft based / food + drink web based tech and/or
services.
Craft/small food/drink producers.
Craftsmen.
Electronic, Dispatch warehouse ‐ offering jobs to all
ages/all [?????].
Encourage small business.
Farm shop.
Hand skilled jobs blacksmith (weld repairs)
High‐tech./blue chip agricultural.
Hi‐tech & low‐tech.

Q20
Where would you like to see commercial units built
if required?
?
Holme Marsh. Woonton. The Ryhse.
Centrally so no car required for bulk of population.
I wouldn't. Use or re‐configure disused barns or
agricultural buildings.
Within easy access of the village centre.
Poss. use existing bldgs.
Doesn't matter.
Yes.
Where possible to walk to from village centre.
[Not answered]
[Not answered]
Nearest A44 route A480 opposite Burgoyne's.
Don't know, but on 'the tourist trail' / main route
between Lyonshall ‐ Hereford.
In a redundant building.
Alongside any main A road routes.
See Q.6
[Not answered]
In village centre.
On poor quality land.
Spond Lane.
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Q19
What sort of businesses would you like to see in the
parish?
House based cottage industry or within current
business facilities.
It depends on what business and the size ‐ Personally
I prefer Lyonshall to remain a small community.
Light industry & arts models such as Hop pocket.
Nature trail & centre.
Light industry, shop, hairdresser.
Low price accommodation for visitors for walking,
golf etc.
Lyonshall have already got too many heavy vehicles
passing through.
No specific pref.
None.
Non‐polluting rural + service + craft.
Offices and light industrial units excluding motor
trade and anything noisy/dirty. High tech. ideal.
Only local demand for items produced due to
packing/transport costs.
SHOP
Shop ‐ cafe ‐ tourism ‐ local craft.
Shop & cafe.
Shop, Post Office, local business.
Shop. Hairdresser.

Q20
Where would you like to see commercial units built
if required?
Don't believe area could support further commercial
units.
Out of Lyonshall village.
Anywhere providing designed and managed
correctly.
Village centre.
[Not answered]
[Not answered]
Develop Burgoyne's site.
Nowhere.
Hidden but with good access.
Penrhos.

Small individual businesses ‐ tourism.
Small manufacturing / craft (traditional).
Small manufacturing and craft businesses / food
processing.
Small scale industries.
Small workshops, internet businesses.
Small.
Small.
SMEs with employees.

Only local demand for items produced due to
parking/transport costs.
Near the centre of the village.
Barns converted where suitable.
In centre of village.
Outside the village.
Near as possible to village centre.
Somewhere that's accessible by public transport if
employees have to travel to work. Possibly Holmes
Marsh or areas close to village along Spond Lane or
Bryncurl.
On farms if suitable and the businesses are really
needed.
Don't think the present infrastructure would support
building of further commercial units.
Near main roads
Outskirts of village.
Craft businesses in village, others wherever space in
parish, pref. on bus route.
A480 north above village hall.
In disused buildings.
Mostly in existing buildings.
Outskirts of village.
On existing brownfield sites or adjacent.

To serve, to start with, local needs e.g. agricultural.

Near farm areas.

Tourism related, small businesses.
Tourism, agricultural‐based, small diverse one‐man
bands, energy generation.
Tourism.

[Not answered]
Not sure commercial units are necessary or
appropriate.

Small crafts, specialised foods.
Small engineering, plumber, electrical,
builders/home maintenance.
Small house based or within existing business areas.
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Q19
What sort of businesses would you like to see in the
parish?
Trading estate (business park) best left to Kington &
Shobden.
Various small business
Village shop, Post Office, cafe.
[Not answered]
[Not answered]
[Not answered]
[Not answered]
[Not answered]
[Not answered]
[Not answered]
[Not answered]

Q20
Where would you like to see commercial units built
if required?
Trading estate (business park) best left to Kington &
Shobden.
On land occupied by redundant farm buildings.
On the moon.
In the village centre (3)
None
In Kington.
Close to Burgoyne's or east along windy lane.
Hereford road.
On the A44.
Development of Burgoyne's site (2)

22. If "Yes", what is required? (Indicate as many as you would prefer, grading them from 1 (most
wanted) to 6 (least wanted)). Other, please specify:
Comments:
1 An identifiable centre, where people can stop/rest.
2. Making the most of what we've got.
4 . Camp site?
6. Caravan / camp site.
6. Outdoor pursuits
A few road signs to highlight pub, Offa's Dyke etc.
Good web page for Lyonshall
More information on local activities.
NONE!
Twin Lyonshall with village in France/Spain.
Walking routes with B&B.
Your comments or other ideas on BUSINESS/TOURISM section:
Comments:
1. Fishing on Lyonshall Park pool? (Tramway pool) 2. Mountain biking + touring cycling.
Advertise walking like Kington does.
Craft centre.
Fantastic heritage, v. undersold. Pub essential.
Farm shop/local shop.
Faster broadband needed.
I believe the whole Marches area is well marketed.
I don't appreciate much serious business development in Lyonshall. Tourism interest likely to be B&B
accommodation for walkers and sightseers.
Increased tourism would support the pub, church ‐ B&B businesses.
Let market 'demands' apply.
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Comments:
Lyonshall needs to promote its existing / unique points of interest e.g. tram road and its natural history /
facilities and attractions for walkers.
More should be made of the "real Offa's Dyke" running through the parish.
Needs more attractions because it isn't the most exhilarating place.
Needs to be in keeping with the area linked to its history + rural nature.
Nice big lake for fishing, with islands to accommodate wildlife / wildfowl, with a picnic area.
No business. Limited tourism facilities.
No tourist attractions of any kind.
None.
Not sure if need is there for Q.22.
Offa's Dyke Lyonshall Castle Walks.
Offa's Dyke & the castle are the main tourist attractions. Business linked to horses or dogs (there are a lot
around here) e.g. making repairing bridles, saddles etc. making horse/dof coats/blankets.
Pointless without shop or pub.
Poss. attraction ‐ CIC to run a physic garden employing disadvantaged people.
Presume there are a number of start‐up 'entrepreneurs' / producers in the area who would like a start‐up
base.
Q21. Should not attempt to compete with Kington walks or Offa’s Dyke.
Small enterprises ‐ local craft ‐ food market etc. on those lines.
Some doubt concerning the future of the Royal George. Even as is ‐ it is the main visitor attraction.
Something along the lines of Steppes in Pembridge is a small start. Royal George needs to be improved to
draw visitors in.
Surely businesses develop as to local needs. Young population crucial.
The parish is within easy reach of places like Ludlow and they and other places with festivals, shows, sporting
events etc. to interest visitors.
The village needs a shop & post office but is otherwise is loading as it is.
There is no evidence of business need for industrial units in this time of financial difficulty.
To me tourism really suggests having something to visit as well as somewhere to stay ‐ we have a little but
don't need something forced (e.g. made‐up activities).
Tourism inevitably leads to an increase in crime + accidents also I do not want strangers wondering around
my daughter.
Village (black & white) guide tours tea room/pub/open gardens/craft/art centre/gallery gift shop/info shop‐
centre farm shop/market/camp site.
What is good for Lyonshall is nature, walking in tranquil areas. No other attractions are required.
Worrying about accommodation for visitors is not needed providing accommodation for living is more
important.
You can't have both! Our beautiful countryside and tourism is the way forward.
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Q25. Are there any other retail outlets which you would support in Lyonshall e.g. weekly produce
market, craft centre, cafe?

Comments:
A combination of shop, post office and pub with use of computer, photo copying. Whatever seems necessary
and can pay.
A farm shop for some items.
A good shop & pub.
All of these [x3]
All the above esp. weekly produce market: craft centre & cafe important for visitors too
All the above, daily papers.
Anything that helps with community spirit.
Cafe in pub (or attached) would be nice for passers by and residents.
Cafe in pub.
Cafe with young people drop in, in the evenings.
Cafe, Post Office.
Cafe, tea room, weekly produce market.
Cafe/visitor centre at pub.
Community is very important ‐ facilities such as village pub and village shop are vital for this to thrive. We also
have many elderly people and people without transport who would greatly benefit from a village shop.
Craft centre (link to tourism)
Craft centre / tea rooms
Craft centre as part of physic garden would also include a Cafe
Farm shop (1 [??????] miss the Holmes Marsh shop. Somewhere to buy milk & newspapers within walking
distance. A decent cafe selling cakes & good coffee & this could be incorporated into shop (like the one in
Pembridge) or the pub.
Farm shop (as per the farmer shop at Upper Holme Farm).
Farm shop cafe in village
Farm shop come craft centre come cafe
Farm shop craft centre cafe ‐ produce / farmers market
Farm shop or farmers co‐op using village hall (like WI in Kington on Fridays)
Farm shop similar to Upper Holme.
Farm shop [x2]
Farm shop. Farmers market.
Farm shop/cafe/crafts
Farmers Market
Frugal upbringing means little demand for a shop. Use of pub affected by tax on drink.
Hairdresser, craft centre, cafe/tea room.
In my opinion the only people that would use such amenities would be O.A.P Younger people leave for work
7 to 7:30 and return after six when they would all be closed.
Market cafe.
Market.
N/A
Newspaper delivery.
No [x5]
NO except a village shop there would be little demand.
Not in favour of making the village a "retail" outlet centre.
People marketing their excess vegetables. Hence weekly market for locals to sell goods of all kinds. Local
encouragement of trades ‐ plumber electrician to serve local needs. Carpenter.
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Comments:
Petrol retailing.
Produce centre, craft centre.
Produce centre/cafe would be a good meeting place for the community.
Produce market [x3]
Produce market / farm shop. Cafe.
Produce market is a good idea.
Pubs must have more with times use rooms for nursery/play school Post Office, papers, bread cafe, craft
market, gallery.
Q.23: depends on size of shop & stock. We really miss the farm shop for food + presents. we do like organic
though. a cafe would be great.
Sales of local produce however/whoever sold.
Shop/Post Office in the village, on main Hereford bus route.
Small cafe with market/garden/similar produce. Internet based business etc.
Small shop, similar to that in Eardisland.
Something along the lines of Steppes in Pembridge is a small start. Royal George needs to be improved to
draw visitors in.
Stationary store, internet cafe.
The garden centre is a great asset to Lyonshall but needs to be better supported by local people.
The village would not be able to support a stand‐alone shop but a shop in the pub could be viable as part of
the pub business.
To encourage parishioners to congregate in a social atmosphere other than church or pub a multipurpose
cafe/shop.
Until village is bigger nothing more than existing is viable ‐ Note: 10% of electorate are based in Lynhayes
Nursing home and take no part in village life and need no village amenities.
Village (black & white) guide tours tea room/pub/open gardens/craft/art centre/gallery gift shop/info shop‐
centre farm shop/market/camp site.
Village shop / post office on main bus route through centre of village.
Weekly farm produce market
Weekly produce market [x6]
Weekly produce market, craft centre, cafe‚.
Weekly produce market, craft centre, cafe, shop.
Weekly produce market. Cafe.
Weekly produce market/craft on car park at Royal George would be good. Maybe weekly would be too
frequent and better supported every 2 weeks.
Weekly/monthly craft market would be nice.
Would a shop along the lines of Showdown Stores work?
26. If suitable land could be found, what do you consider are the most important additional
amenities that Lyonshall needs?
Idea priority 1:
Comments:
A convenience shop with newspapers.
A garage
A new village hall.
Additional housing.
All weather, flood‐lit tennis court.
Allotments if a favourable poll merits.
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Comments:
Allotments [x2]
Benches around village
Benches around.
Better village hall
Cafe / community centre.
Car park [x2]
Coarse fishing
Craft centre / tea room / P.O. / bookshop
Doctor’s.
Don't know.
Farm shop/cafe
Football/cricket/activities field
Good shop
Local shop
Mini pond / green entrance bridge area.
New houses with B&B.
New parish hall perhaps incorporated in the community pub complex
New parish hall .
New village hall
New village hall / community centre
New village hall in village centre.
New village hall [x3]
NHS dentist
Off street parking for residents
Only one ‐ see below:
Playground has added a lot to Lyon shall
Playing field
Post Office [x2]
Pub [x2]
See comments on business/tourism.
Shop [x4]
Shop / Post Office
Shop / veg. stall.
Shop + P.O>
Shop + Post Office
Shop. Farm or similar.
Shop. farm or similar.
Shop/library
Shop/local food produce/local crafts
Shop/Post Office
Shop/Post Office
Shop/Post Office/Cafe
Small business
Small shop [x2]
Somewhere to play team sports, with club house.
Sports areas
Sports field.
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Comments:
Upgrade village hall.
Upgraded village hall
Village green [x2]
Village hall upgrade
Village pub/shop etc.
Village shop [x7]
Village shop / Post Office.
Village sports field.
Visitor attraction ‐ physic garden
Wildlife habitat e.g. pools
Youth "centre"
Idea priority 2:
Comments:
& Post Office Services
A better village hall.
A village hall near to the play area.
Additional pavements.
Angling.
Café [x5]
Cafe/tea room/gallery
Centre for youth
Coffee shop/visitor centre with heritage centre.
Craft/produce barn/cafe
Cricket, football clubs; playing field fort children
Facilities
Farm shop i.e. meat etc.
Good restaurant
Gym.
Hairdresser
Kick around area for kids.
Local shop / P.O.
Monday Bread Veg "shop"
More camping sites etc. near to the village
Pool for fishing + walking birds etc.
Post Office [x4]
Pub
Pub / restaurant.
Recreation ground for the young.
Shop [x2]
Shop/Post Office.
Skateboard park.
Use village hall for teenage/children activities
Village shop [x2]
Village store / P.O.
Wild flower meadow
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Comments:
Youth centre [x2]
Youth club
Idea priority 3:
Comments:
A Village green
All weather Ping‐Pong table.
Children's club
Farm shop.
Fitness / Health Trail.
Hair dressing salon
Larger village hall.
Meeting place for events.
Outdoor play area for teenagers
Post Office
Post Office / Shop
Proper cycle track for events.
Pub with internet
Public house
Shop.
Small shop
Sports field [x2]
Swimming pool.
The above would stimulate 18/21/22 business/tourism.
Village Post Office
Village/farm shop
Weekly market
Youth centre (at village hall or pub)
Idea priority 4:
Comments:
Allotments
Bowls green
Cafe within pub
Cafe/craft centre
Car parking
Coffee shop
Football pitch / cricket pitch to support local team.
Internet cafe
Local bus
Properly functioning pub/social club
Public toilets
Youth Centre
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Idea priority 5:
Comments:
Camp site
Community wheels
Library/internet access
N/A
Recreation / trim trail
Tennis courts, park.
Tourist information

Your comments or other ideas on AMENITIES/SERVICES
Comments:
A population increase would further the need for more amenities.
A small conservation site for wildlife, with benches/picnic area incorporated, for families to visit on strolls
out: best recently viewed example at East Prawle, Devon north of village (Google it!)
Allotments for those with smaller gardens?
Bridle paths, mountain bike routes & footpaths need to be circular or from pick up point to drop off point.
Complete pavements throughout the village and up to Holme Marsh.
D/K
Football pitch, tennis court.
I feel unable to comment.
If we struggle to keep the pub I wonder how successful encouraging other amenities would be?
Integration of business etc. with amenities/services. Create employment Create wealth for the CP.
Looking to the future; there should be more facilities for young families, especially if more affordable housing
available.
N/A
None
Older people who would like to walk very often need to sit and rest a while.
Only a small thing ‐ but we really need at least one dog litter bin. Services ‐ more activities for the children.
More involvement with youth service.
Places where people can get together do their domestic chores, take friends + visiting family.
PRIORITY ‐ cafe / non‐alcoholic, central gathering place.
Re Q.21/22 Tourists/visitors spend money. They need somewhere to spend it + somewhere to park. If you
don't have these they won't stop they'll spend time + money in other villages.
Sorry to have no ideas ‐ have a rather "laissez‐faire" attitude to development. Pub restaurant top priority.
The village pub needs to be kept open with plenty of off road parking. This property is well placed as a centre
to provide a P.O., market, cafe etc.
There must be a concerted drive to promote Lyonshall to tourists.
To draw visitors to the village, or even outer CPers, a dedicated area to park the car is needed.
Very little is viable until village grows to about 1200 inc. children and younger people
We have good facilities for collection of household waste and disposal of glass at the George. But no local
(here or Kington) facility for disposal of garden green waste. a skip is all that is needed to save 1hr 20 mile
round trip to Leominster.
We need to make the most of the fact that this is a beautiful rural area, with different facilities for older &
young people.
Well stocked village shop (like Showdown). There are no shops between Lyonshall & Hereford.
Would like Flicks in the Sticks to show films in pub (provided we, the village, get to own the pub).
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28. Do you feel your life is affected by local farming & agri-business in any of the following ways?
Tractors and farm machinery impact on the Lyonshall road network. Comments:
Comments:
A lot of mud on roads & verges damaged.
Acceptable.
Agriculture the main industry
Allowing mud to track from field to road is illegal.
As they do throughout Herefordshire.
At harvest but expected
B roads are not wide enough for large modern machinery.
Bound to have an effect if you choose to live in a rural area.
But I don't object; it's part of living in a rural community, and acceptable
But if you buy in farming area "expect tractors".
But it is an agricultural area what do you expect!
But road could be kept cleaner.
But Tarmac lorries do.
But they have to use it
Chicken lorries going too fast.
Chicken/feed lorries travelling on roads that weren't built for them.
Contract farming has resulted in tractors replacing lorries.
Don't know any different.
Especially New Street with chicken lorries.
Farming area, if you live here you have to accept this.
Farming is a big part of our village life.
Good to see important part of village business.
I expect farm machinery on the roads. This is the countryside!
I like tractors
If you don't like farming and its effects don't live in the country
It is impacted but a necessary part of rural life.
It’s a rural, farming community !
It's normal rural life. we must accommodate the machinery.
Large vehicles using road in Holmemarsh ‐ lots of mud !
Local road ruined by lorries and tractors at Hunton.
Lyonshall is a farming community tractors etc. have to use roads.
Mud + hedge trimming not always signed. Bit dangerous when not.
Mud on roads, potatoes and hay debris.
Mud on roads, speed, tractors and trailers in convoy.
Mud, straw, noise, spraying noise.
My car is slower than a tractor.
Need for farmers to clean up after harvesting muddy roads affect residents.
New Street / Sun Valley chicken lorries, tractors, cars, motorcycles very heavy used little road.
Nice to see. Not a problem.
No consideration for local traffic. Usually machinery on piecework too fast.
No more than any other rural area.
No worse or less than any other community in Hfds.
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Comments:
Normal country life / rural community.
Not a big problem.
Not a problem and fully known to all before they moved into village.
Not bothered by it [x2]
Not in a hurry, so don't mind.
Obvious fact of living in the countryside rather than a town.
Occasionally during potato harvest.
Only during harvest so unavoidable.
Only occasionally.
Public want cheap food must put up with consequences.
Rarely a problem and often quite interesting!
Road + lanes becoming unsafe for walkers and bikers.
Roads covered with mud!
Roads get a bit wrecked but vital that farming is promoted.
Ruins roads and sometimes causes congestion.
Rural area ‐ we have to accept this!!!
Speed of large tractors; mud on roads.
Tarmac thundering past shaking the houses.
The local farmers are unusual in that they take care when in the village.
They do good work and help the environment.
They drive much too fast.
They need to get from field to field.
They're just another vehicle.
This is a necessary part of the working life of the village. Those who have a problem with these points might
be happier living on a housing estate at Belmont (PS I used to live in a town).
This is a working environment so there must be some impact. Patience !
This is an agricultural area and machinery is necessary.
Too many & too big for lanes (drivers are very careful though which is appreciated).
Tractor speeds ‐ too fast. Damage to drains. Holme Marsh.
Tractors & farm machinery are necessary in the countryside
Tractors + lorries.
Using roads to enter fields.
V. occasional hold ups.
Very considerate farmers in our area.
We live in the country and they have a job to do.
Whole background around farming ‐ vital to county use.
Yes, but minimal.
Spreading of farmyard manure causes smell at my property, Comments:
Comments:
Acceptable.
Agriculture the main industry
As above.
Big problem, I hate it
But fertiliser spreading can be very unpleasant
But I do not object it is part of country life.
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Comments:
But I expect it to do so.
But I expect that living in the country
But I like it.
But I live in the country, and I expect this.
But it is an agricultural area what do you expect!
But only occasionally.
But this is not a problem. We live in the country!!
But unavoidable.
Can't be done without.
Chicken manure
Depends on the wind.
Doesn't last long so not a problem.
Farming is the only industry, employer, protect it from nimby.
Has to be ‐ passes on after a day or two and right wind.
I accept this as a necessary part of rural life.
It is good for the country life and natural aromatherapy.
It only happens once a year & we live in the country.
Just normal country life!
Mainly chicken.
Much more "pleasant" than smells in towns/cities.
Must accept some level if one resides in the country.
Must be expected in country.
My choice to live here.
New regulations have meant less manure is spread.
No more than anywhere else.
No problem ‐ it's the countryside.
Not a problem!
Not bothered by it
Not bothered by it at all.
Not to complain about.
Not too bothered by occasional short lived smells
Occasionally [x5]
Occasionally but to be expected
On very brief occasions gone after rain or ploughing.
Only occasionally but this is the countryside
Only occasionally is part of Rural Life as is above
Part of farming for soil improvement
Part of living in the country.
See above
Smell is unpleasant but quickly moderates.
So what? It’s the countryside !
Sometimes ‐ not all the time.
Sometimes but we do live in rural area!
spreading should be done early in the week & manure buried asap.
That's life ‐ and it’s not that often ‐ makes you laugh.
This is a necessary part of the working life of the village. those who have a problem with these points might
be happier living on a housing estate at Belmont (PS I used to live in a town).
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Comments:
This is part of country life ‐ so is "not" an issue.
Very occasionally but not a health hazard.
Very occasionally.
Very rarely and again it is expected in Herefordshire.
Very rarely.
What do people expect when they live in the country?
What do you expect in the countryside ‐ Inevitable.
Wish it could be avoided at weekends.
Local farms create noise that affects my quality of life, comments:
Comments:
Accept that some noise is inevitable.
Again to be expected I lived in "quiet cul‐de‐sac" in Leominster not nice.
Agriculture the main industry.
Alarms in the middle of the night unloading bulk food ‐ I could go on.
Alarms.
All farmers are good people and produce good wholesome food.
As above too much traffic noises / exhaust smells.
But [???] my business.
Children certainly find it interesting + visitors.
Ditto as above to be expected.
Excessively noisy machine used in local orchard.
Heavy traffic moving too fast.
I actually think they improve my quality of life.
I am not aware of any noise at unsocial hours.
I understand need to occasionally harvest through the night.
If you live in the country you must put up with it.
It's lovely to hear the machines working on the land.
Less impact that tarmac lorries.
Lorries.
Love it.
Mud, straw, noise, spraying noise and large articulated lorries on narrow roads.
Noise if machinery is unavoidable but consideration needed.
Noise is unavoidable in a farming community.
Noise of tractor vehicles up/down road.
Noise of tractors & lorries up and down road.
Noise pollution from high pressure spraying is a problem though.
Not at current level!
Not bothered by it [x2]
Not really ‐ it's nice to know the economy is alive and well.
O.K. during the day NOT OK at night.
Only few Johnny come lately are the moaners.
Only the spraying machine in the orchards outside normal hours.
Some noise but no real impact.
Spraying apple orchard between April/June.
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Comments:
Spraying of fruit trees starts v. early some mornings and is noisy.
This is a necessary part of the working life of the village. Those who have a problem with these points might
be happier living on a housing estate at Belmont (PS I used to live in a town).
Tractors with their high exhaust pipes chugging up the hill.
Very noisy spraying machine in orchards.
You get used to it at busy times in the farming year.
Local poultry sites impact on my life, comments:
Comments:
Agriculture the main industry
Apart from lorries going past.
As above
But I can smell Dickies chickens when they clean the sheds.
But only smells when cleaning out.
Country living.
Depending on the wind direction.
Ditto above to be expected.
Enough built already unless well away from present sites.
Fortunately we are not "down wind".
I don't like seeing the poor creatures packed in the lorries, and the lorries carve up the verges on certain
lanes. Mass produced chicken is disgusting ‐ you shouldn't eat it! Lyonshall should be free range!
I rarely drive past them.
I worry about animal welfare.
Increase in large vehicles usually going too fast for conditions.
Intermittent smells depending on wind direction.
Large collection of poultry buildings are an eyesore from Holmemarsh Road.
Least attractive side of farming.
Lorries up/down road smell.
Mainly small on occasions but also increase traffic ‐ large vehicles.
Misleading questions!
None in sight ‐ but smell from sheds when it is foggy i.e. autumn mornings!
Not all the time but smell occasionally + surface of lane between Whittern properties + Hunton Farm is
appalling.
Not at current level [x2]
Not bothered by it [x2]
Occasional intrusive smell, depending on wind direction.
Occasionally, when being cleaned out / smell.
Occasionally.
Occasionally. The nearest poultry shed is 125 metres from our property. It should be more than 400 metres
and we can [???? ????] etc.
Only concerning lorries as above.
Only when the wind blows in the wrong direction.
Our livelihood.
See above.
See manure above.
Smell [x3]
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Comments:
Smell & deliveries do impact the village, and smells need to be controlled and taken into account more
seriously in planning applications.
Smell is bad maybe 6 times a year.
Smell is noticeable but part of country life.
Smell sometimes, but again live here so accept it.
Smell, noise & animal welfare.
Smell, they don't look nice.
Some smell but more the principle of this form of agriculture.
Sun Valley chicken lorries (smell quite bad).
The country needs British food which is governed by stricter regulation that in the rest of Europe. We are still
importing chicken. Lyonshall has had broiler houses for 50 years and these farmers are very responsible.
Smells are only occasional and sometimes these are caused by the purchases of the .........most the chicken
farmers.
The extraction odours lingers when there is little or no wind.
The lorries that go to and from the site again it is to be expected.
The smell is not pleasant but this is the countryside.
The smell [x2]
There are 5/6 chicken sites already no more here.
They create jobs for the locals as well as farmers having to make a living.
This is a necessary part of the working life of the village. Those who have a problem with these points might
be happier living on a housing estate at Belmont (PS I used to live in a town).
Unable to answer as engaged in poultry production.
Vast quantities of white poultry meat essential to provide for teeming urban population.
Very occasionally.
Without cheap protein we would all starve.
Yes we are affected by the smell occasionally.
You get used to the environment!
Farms and/or poultry sites are an eyesore on the landscape, comments:
Comments:
[The respondent has circled 'poultry sites' in answer to previous question.]
A necessary factor in country life.
Agriculture the main industry
All the ones I have been around are very clean and tidy.
Although believe we have enough units now, would not like to see more.
And need not been with screening.
As long as sited away from village & slightly hidden no problem
But can be.
But do acknowledge farmers need the income ‐ need to curb building of future units & size of those now
existing.
But they must be accepted and can be screened to lessen impact.
But we need eggs!
Can be an eyesore.
Can be sympathetic to the landscape.
Can't see them!
Depends on the state of the buildings.
Disagree too many of these : a necessary evil !
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Comments:
Done and dusted.
Farm buildings should be under stricter planning restriction.
If so don't look at them ! They are there for our benefit.
Landscape would be sterile otherwise
Large collection of poultry buildings are an eyesore from Holmemarsh Road.
Many more poultry sites could become an eyesore.
May take a time to blend in.
More acceptable if coloured to blend in.
Most are hidden away.
Most poultry sites are built in areas which are not really noticeable from the road
Need more trees around them.
No more poultry sites!
No they are hidden.
Not currently
Not for me.
Polytunnels are ugly. Poultry can be. "farms" are not.
Poultry sheds are the eyesores, not farms.
Poultry sites need to be screened.
Poultry sites.
Present local acceptable but I think we have enough poultry units now.
Provided that the countryside surrounding them is left in a [???????] way.
Rubbish question.
Sadly, yes.
Screening needed + well away from housing.
See No.28 (economic food).
Some but not all poultry sites are eyesore
Sympathetic landscapes and plantings have provided adequate screens.
They are a necessary part of country business
They are part of landscape
They are the landscape
They are there for our short‐term and long‐term benefit!
This is a farming area they are part of life.
This production is more suited to an industrial estate.
Too many chicken sheds in Lyonshall parish.
Too many chicken sheds in parish.
We do need to insist on implementing landscape conditions.
Well‐disguised it’s the feed lorries/tractor trailers.
Well hidden.
When landscaped.
Without farming it would all go wild and look terrible.
Farming contributes towards the economy within Lyonshall, comments:
Comments:
Agriculture the main industry.
By definition ‐ for the farmers
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Comments:
Clearly yes.
CP is too reliant on farming ‐ diversification needed
Creates work for local people.
Definitely.
Depends on numbers employed from Lyonshall
Don't know but probably.
Don't know.
Employment, hopefully for locals!
Farming is essential to our community and overall beneficial
Farming money is spent all over the county, most of it doesn't travel fare.
If labour is supplied by those living in parish.
It is the biggest contributor indirectly.
Local employment.
Local farmers employing local people, spending locally.
Must be second biggest employer
Of course, maybe the ag. community doesn't put enough back into the community.
Only for farmers.
Our economy thrives from profits from the land.
unequivocally
With very few exceptions.
Without a thriving farming population village will die.
Farmers are good stewards of the countryside, comments:
Comments:
(Generally, with exceptions.)
..ish.
1959 Weeds Act not in force.
Absolutely, hedges are kept, fields are cultivated, cattle grazed, apples grow.
Actually some are some are not. It's a "yes/no" question.
Agriculture the main industry.
All roadside hedges done for free! Steaside eyesore demonstrates this.
But some farmers are better than others with regards to conservation issues.
By and large
Could be better!
Could do better if better educated
Couldn't say. Probably some are and some not.
Don't know. Good ones and bad ones !
Don't know. Not very good at keeping footpaths clear!
Farmers farm for themselves "stewardship" is a secondary consideration.
Generally but not always.
Generally.
Hedges tend to be cut too early i.e. August!
Hope so.
However they do not own the landscape which can be spoiled by unsightly poultry sheds without designed
screening.
In the main, yes. There are always some bad apples!
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Comments:
it wouldn't look this good on its own.
Most are.
Most farmers have little interest or knowledge of nature.
Most of them are around here. e.g. hedges well trimmed.
Most of them particularly younger farmers consider then environment.
Mostly.
Not always, not if it interferes with making profit, there is still loss of habitat for some species.
Not necessarily.
Not sure.
Not when they leave the roads muddy.
Obviously.
On the whole they do dump out of sight.
On the whole, yes.
On the whole.
Pity they don't consider the footpaths.
Some are not.
Some are, some are not.
Some are, some aren't.
Some better than others.
Some could leave better footpaths through crops.
Some more than others.
Sometimes [x3]
Usually
Very much so.
With one or two notable exceptions.
Without farmers everything would go to pot!
Agriculture impacts on my life in other ways, comments:
Comments:
Agriculture is a way of life
Amount of chicken lorries & tractor vehicles up & down very small road.
An interesting network of information and social activities.
As a 'farmer' myself.
Cannot leave house currently without car or person being covered in mud. More effort to clear it would be
nice.
Chicken lorries / tractor traffic up/down small road.
Currently surrounded by mud in the lane ‐ more effort should be made to clear it up !
Enjoy buying produce from local farmers ‐ why we moved here!
Enjoy seeing farmed / ploughed fields, livestock etc.
Enjoy seeing the planting/harvesting going on.
Good to see animals in fields.
Heavy traffic ‐ large trucks on Spond Lane. Difficult parking for residents, mud and dust.
I have to work like hell to make a meagre living.
I live in the country and tolerate what comes with the territory.
I work on a farm.
Improves outlook.
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Comments:
It is a pleasure to see the agriculture around us.
It is good to see the countryside used + managed.
It is my living.
It keeps the countryside looking tidy and keeps employment in the area.
It provides my food.
It puts food on the populations table.
Keeps the area in beautiful condition.
Keeps the countryside tidy & rural.
Mainly beneficial.
Muddy roads not cleaned up !
Need income to survive.
On balance makes Lyonshall a pleasant place to live.
Pesticide from orchard spraying often wafts over my property.
Pesticide spraying is sometimes a problem.
Positive impact ‐ farmers create the countryside.
Positively.
Positively. Food/economy/landscape.
Preserves and enhances our environment.
Provide walks rides & keep our country beautiful.
Provides food on my table.
Provides good dog walking areas !
Provides me with work.
Rural peace.
Shooting / fishing provide valuable employment.
The sprays give me hay fever.
Tractors delivering hay makes a terrible mess all up our drive.
Tractors squash verges and leave mud on the road.
VERY dirty roads‐ but I do have sympathy.
We enjoy living in an agricultural community.
Weed seeds blown over our garden ! Wonderful countryside.
Work/jobs.
29. Do you feel that farmers are well placed to supply food and energy?
Local farmers should be encouraged to produce more food. Comments:
Comments:
Big business should have less of a monopoly
Can't comment
Don't know; depends on context.
For local consumption.
I don't know about farming
I guess they already do a reasonable job.
I would love to buy local organic produce.
If they have to capacity + means ‐ but not intensive animal farming.
If they want to and can do.
If this supports jobs
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Comments:
It doesn't bring the prices of feed down.
It is in their interest to do so.
Less intensive
More for whom?
No food crops are grown, only animal feed.
No food crops, only animal feeds
No more chickens ‐ more arable crops/PYO fruit
Not by using more chemical fertilizer.
Not if this means an increase in intensive farming
Not in an intensive way.
Organically
Over production causes more problems.
Producing as much as they can ?
They farm for profit.
They have no more room to use.
To become more efficient
To save importation of less regulated food.
Would like to see more exotic foods grown.
Yes but they will be doing this anyway.
Yes; we're going to need all they can supply.
Local farmers should be encouraged to supply food to the local area. Comments:
Comments:
Creates more local employment.
Definitely.
Does the farm shop at Holmes Marsh not provide this
Farm shop
Farm shop or weekly market.
I don't know about farming
If possible
If they have an effective outlet.
Keeping farming money in our community.
Local & fresh is always best.
Many already do.
No shops for them to supply food.
Not always possible or economical.
Of course they need to make a living.
Or where they can sell it to.
Perhaps a farmers market
Produce and sell to markets giving the best return
Reduces carbon footprint! Would prefer buying local.
Save on food miles
See above.
They probably would if we had a food centre.
Through village shop
Via a farm shop.
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Comments:
We ship far too much food by road.
Where economically sensible
Would a farmer's market work?
Renewable energy developments should be pursued by local farmers. Comments:
Comments:
Always look at.
Believe it's a specialist area.
But not at the expense of food production.
But not massive wind farms !
But not wind farms.
But only if commercially sound i.e. without subsidies and NOT wind.
Could
Currently 30% of Up farmers are investing in renewables.
Depends upon what type
Depends what it is!!
Do not approve of wind farms though.
Don't know [x2]
For their own use
Fossil fuels are running out
I don't know about farming
If it's feasible for them
Is it practical of themselves?
It will save energy in long run.
Minimal impact on village/neighbours life
Most small schemes not viable and have big impact on environment.
No wind farms ‐ not proven to be efficient.
No wind turbines: only H.E.P. or methane generation.
Normally too costly
Not so much "renewable" but energy ‐ yes.
Not wind "farms" ‐ waste of money.
Not wind farmers
Not wind turbines
Not without consideration of local impacts.
Only if appropriate for them
Only if limited impact on village/residents life.
Poultry shed are idea for solar panels. more solar panels on these = lower bills for farmers and less need for
wind turbines.
Reduce our carbon footprint
Solar
Solar & wind if it's not an eyesore.
Solar panels well supported. NO wind turbines thanks.
There is a place for wind farms; but not Lyonshall.
Value of renewables not proven.
We need to take this very seriously wind turbines are not an eyesore they are a necessity
Where it does not cause problems for local people.
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Comments:
Where possible [x2]
Energy produced should be available to village residents. Comments:
Comments:
As long as it reduces costs.
Cheaper electricity would improve the quality of life for most residents.
Could not should
How! It goes in the grid.
If feasible
If it pays & can be achieved.
If it was possible.
If it’s financially viable.
If possible
If practical [x2]
If this were practicable.
It could be a great tourist attraction i.e. centre for alternative technology in village form.
It makes sense
Lower the cost to local community.
Most small schemes not viable and have big impact on environment.
Must be a viable proposition.
Not economically practical.
Not sure
Not sustainable if area management changes.
Probably, but difficult.
See above
See separate sheet.
Should go to national grid systems
They might like to use it themselves
V. good idea!
Via the national grid [x2]
Would we want to pay sufficient to make a scheme viable.
30. Are there any types of farming practice or organisation (such as organic, co-operatives etc.) that
you would like to see encouraged in the Parish?
Comments:
100% organic not capable of feeding exploding world population.
All of the above it is good for use, wildlife + the environment. It is the future.
Community allotments community orchards
Community space planting (as Todmorden, Yorkshire)
Co‐operative [x3]
Co‐ops ‐ perhaps in conjunction with local shop/outlet
Do not know [x3]
Farm co‐operatives to market their products should be strongly encouraged.
I feel most farming practices are covered in the parish.
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Comments:
I think that "the market" will decide this one. You cannot force farmers to comply.
I would leave this to the farmers.
I would like to see future poultry shed aligned so that solar panels receive max sun light, should be
compulsory. reduce carbon footprint and lessen need for wind turbines.
Insufficient knowledge on the subject
Local produce, with a balanced variety.
Markets to sell produce.
More broadleaved planting and a reduction of levels of chemical spraying to the lowest practicable would
help the local environment
Most definitely organic
Need a mixture.
No [x9]
No, not really
None of our business
Not organic
Not up to me.
Open minded but genetically engineered crops are a worry.
Organic [x7]
Organic co‐op good idea.
Organic farming [x2]
Organic farming co‐operatives.
Organic farming should be encouraged, but not at the expense of quality.
Organic should be encouraged.
Organic, bio diverse.
Organic. RSPCA / freedom food ? Hops(?) microbrewery ?
Private decision.
Should mainly be economically driven but it would be nice to link the fortunes of farming with the fortunes of
the community of the parish (see attached)
Some farmers need to be more aware of the 95% of the population who are not farmers.
The safe guarding of old pastures, wetlands / pools should be encouraged, along with set‐aside land already
existing.
This is up to the farmers.
Up to the farmers, they have to make a living.
We have a good diversity of agricultural outlooks.
Would like to see crops like peppermint or chillies grown and less oil seed rape.
31. Your comments or ideas on FARMING/AGRICULTURE section:
Comments:
A very important part of country life.
Agriculture in general will have to continue increasing output to satisfy world demand Lyonshall farmers can
be relied on to do their share.
As a rural village they have to work together to the greater good [x2]
Do not know
Excellent production of food from diminishing acreage due to "green" lobby greed.
Farmers & their contractors should help maintain grass verges and drainage by using passing places when
other vehicles are approaching, instead of just carrying on and churning up the verges.
Farmers ought to make more use of landscape architects to screen unsightly large buildings. Should be easier
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Comments:
for farmers to turn redundant buildings into houses and to build on areas unsuitable for agriculture.
Farmers/contractors should be encouraged to maintain the integrity of verges and drainage by use of more
care and consideration.
Farming was here way before many of the Lyonshall houses.
Farms should do more to "add value" to their production. More "added value" improves the economy of the
CP.
Greater consultation between farmers + village
I am neutral on Q.6 local ‐ local is not really how an economy works there are few energy developments that
would not impact badly on the area.
I enjoy living in a farming area and admire the farmers greatly. if tractor driving slow annoy you, or farm
smells or not pretty, then you should move !
I rather buy and eat free range chicken. Those chickens mass produced in their thousands have a horrible life.
I support local farming but hate intensive farming. Animal welfare over profit is my concern.
If you live in Lyonshall & area support farming who support you with the quality of the environment
I'm sick of people criticising farmers & farming. They are integral to our environment & everyone needs to
work with them.
In the main farmers & farming are beneficial & village friendly.
Insufficient knowledge of the subject
It all boils down to whether these wonderful ideas would be cost effective for consumer and producer.
Market forces have been bad for milk, egg, chicken, pork & potato production for the animals as well as the
producers, the system is unbalanced in favour of big buyers & not necessarily to the advantage of the
consumer.
More solar energy needs phone masts at Elsdon high land for better coverage.
Most farmers are well informed & keep up to date
N/A
Need to see greater ecology / wildlife awareness among farmers.
None
Not competent to comment.
Not enough knowledge or "imagination"
See attached sheet
The centre of the village is surrounded by farmland.
The no. of people employed in the parish in agriculture surely exceeds the number employed in the other
industries. we are very fortunate to have so many farmers taking the industry forward and thus providing this
employment.
There are many boggy areas where the planting of "withies" for biomass or cottage industry (baskets?) might
be encouraged.
There is a substantial amount of chicken manure produced in & around the parish. This is a good potential
source of energy for the parish.
This questionnaire invited negative answers. the questions are biased against farming. farmers work "eight"
days a week to feed the population and keep our wonderful landscape very tidy.
While I would encourage energy production I feel it should be done with great consideration to local home
owners and dwellers.
33. Do you have any issues with the following services? If so, what are the issues and what action
is needed? (Note: Many properties are not on 'The Mains').
Comments:
Accept that our location means we have no mains gas or sewage. Broadband speed can be an issue & every
effort should be made to keep in pace with developments in services.
Appalling broadband and wireless access.
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Comments:
At 90 years of age! [See end of questionnaire]
Better broadband important.
Better broadband is vital
Better broadband provision
Better Broadband provision is essential.
Broadband ‐ could be quicker
Broadband / internet slow
Broadband could be improved.
Broadband is slow and intermittent.
Broadband is slow, despite charging supplier & my computer is less than 12/12 old.
Broadband is slow.
Broadband needs improving
Broadband needs speeding up.
Broadband slow [x3]
Broadband speed is too slow
Copper connections makes broadband slower.
Costs high, Broadband slow.
Do not have one + would like one.
During high winds (mainly in winter) we have quite a number of electricity black‐outs (realise this is due to
problems with overhead power line).
Electricity cannot be stored except in batteries or by high level reservoir (losses due to pumping & re‐
generating. Turbines are very inefficient. & costly and are in fact not very green, useful for remote properties.
Faster "broadband"
Faster broadband desirable
Faster broadband required
Gas ‐ doesn't reach to Holme Marsh. Broadband could be faster.
I don't have mains water, gas or sewerage. Electricity frequently has power cuts.
I don't have much technical information to form a judgement on n.32
I don't know how to answer these questions ‐ all for renewable energy if economic ‐ is it?
I would support any kind of renewable energy source.
Internet access / speed is very "behind the times"
Internet is very slow
Internet slow
Internet too slow
It would be nice to have faster broadband.
Low pressure
Mains gas should go up to Spond. Many residents don't receive it. Television signals are poor.
Mains sewage capacity at Holmes Marsh seems to be a problem of longstanding.
Many properties have night storage heating which is highly expensive to run and very inefficient.
Need better broadband and mobile coverage
Need faster broadband throughout the parish ‐ this is economically vital.
Need more aerials for wireless broadband. Could church take on aerial & generate some money for church
coffers. Sewerage in village tends to back up.
Needs to be more widely available.
Needs updating to many power cuts.
Needs updating.
No gas in Holme Marsh.
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Comments:
No mains sewerage or gas at New Street
None
One of the properties with no mains gas & sewage. Mobile phone cover & broadband can be patchy.
Q32. No to wind turbines. Q.33: "we lucky to have all"
Quite satisfied.
Selection of producer depends on the cost/benefit. Would like faster broadband.
Service sewage pipe to 6 properties blocks about twice a year.
Sewage is a nightmare in "The Close". It is always blocking. Our worry is that it could not support further
housing.
Sewage plant is too small for too many more houses. we have regular blockages in the sewer pipes at Burnt
Orchard.
Slow BB.
Slow broadband [x2]
Slow internet
Slow internet speeds
Telephone and broadband are often affected by trees on the wires during gales ‐ action by BT
The internet is very slow.
The main problem on Holmes Marsh is flooding. During torrential rain the storm drains are inadequate for the
volume of water coming off fields. It is not helped by the fact that ditches in front of properties have been
used a foundations for walls preventing water being channelled into gullies.
The price charged!
The sewage of the Close is constantly blocking.
The speed is absolutely ridiculously slow. We need fibre optic.
There no gas supplies to Holme Marsh
There should be a village plan available; showing all the services and how to contact them. Also notice given
of changes in suppliers could be in booklet form, with a who's who in the parish, and adverts from locals.
They're all too expensive.
Too chlorinated with too many chemicals. We have to filter our water always. It is tainted otherwise.
Upgrade local exchange.
We do not use mains drainage or water + have solar panels for own use + contribute to nat. grid.
We have no mains sewerage or gas at New street.
Welsh Water's main sewer, joint for 6 properties from Winton House to 5 Stores Row is rubbish: I have to
rod it out twice a year at least as it blocks up.
Wind turbines ‐ no PV cells ‐ waste of money Anaerobic plants ‐ likely to be too small for max efficiency. Heat
pumps possibly OK subject to Geology.
Would be great to have mains gas. Broadband improvements are vital.

Q35. Comments and ideas on practical ways in which Lyonshall Parish could maximise its green
energy use and/ or minimise its waste
Comments:
A site could be found for food and garden waste to be turned into compost for sale to boost the precept.
Allow solar panels etc. without blocking planning permission (??) All new builds must have solar panels or
similar eco effort.
Council tax rise
CP is too small to make most energy production viable. "Possible" power generation from river (hydro) mini
power plant
Domestic waste water should be kept separate from sewage so that it can be used for irrigation & disposed of
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Comments:
easily.
Don't know very much about this.
Encourage composting for vegetable growth / food production.
Energy production needs massive input of chosen waste source. Presume here it would need to be vegetable
based waste.
Growing crops for energy means less food
Identifying local temporary areas for further landfill.
It would be difficult to produce energy for the general use of the village unless via national grid. Biomass
plant might be useful.
Just through education about what is actually possible now + with a little change.
LED street lighting. an area for larger items to be taken for recycling.
More convenient recycling facilities.
More ways for re‐using and recycling.
Poultry muck = energy. And said 'No' to Q32a. Wind turbines
Q32. All depend on the cost/benefit
q32. And new builds
Q32a. Definitely not
Q34. No idea if feasible but sounds good.
Reed beds may help with sewerage problem in village
See comments on chicken waste.
Support existing weekly bin collection.
Use prunings from orchards for biomass fuel generation as the parish bonfires many tons of this material.
We should stick with tried and tested sewage disposal systems and the existing facilities should be expanded
to avoid delay in development.
Wind turbines, solar panels, geo‐thermal, it all involves money.
Q37. Do you think the current roads through the parish are:
a) Adequate for the traffic they may carry over the next 20-30 years?
b) b) As safe as possible?
c) If "No" to a) or b) above, what improvements would you like to see?

Comments:
1. Footpath from Little Brook Cottage to Burgoyne's Yard. (needed for safety reasons ‐ main place of village
employment). 2. Footpath from west boundary of Upper House Farm to lay‐bye along south side of
Bollengham Lane as blind bend on road.
20mph speed restrictions on all lanes and restrictions on HGVs.
A number of stiles are in disrepair.
A pavement up the A44 for the many walkers and cyclists that use this bit of road.
A480 in village centre will not be able to cope with the number of HGV's in next 20yrs.
A480 speed humps needed as cars accelerate down the bank from Burgoyne's into the village and again going
out of the village towards the village hall.
Additional footpaths need to be provided.
Adequate as long as population/vehicle use does not increase. Hedge cutting could improve safety in village
centre.
Age of driving tractor + trailer on main roads raised to 18 reduce speed of traffic through village.
As long as population does not go up. Could be improvement on hedge cutting for safety.
As traffic increases the village centre will be a problem as it also increases in size (that is the size of vehicles !)
+ possibly the village centre.
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Comments:
B roads are regularly flooded because agricultural machines drive on to the verges blocking ditches road
surfaces quickly deteriorate drainage pipes the only way to improve.
Better footpath e.g. village hall to church
Better provision for pedestrians some areas are "no‐go" for those on foot and cyclists.
Better signage on the minor roads. More maintenance for winter damage. Cycle routes for the future.
Better signs in village by pub junction.
Bike or footpath route on A44.
Education of road users.
Employment of speed restrictions. Re‐routing of large lorries.
Footpath.
Footpaths & pavements along the roads especially the main road in the village.
Footpaths need to be maintained ‐ and sign posted.
Footway extension A44/480 village hall to church
For as long as the acute bends in the centre of the village exist I cannot foresee any improvement short of a
bypass.
I think there is still a speed problem and tractors are included there.
If the volume of traffic were to increase over the next 20‐30 years with an increase in the local population a
By‐pass might be necessary.
In practice don't see how they can be made safer.
Increasing speed is not policed properly on rural roads. Not suitable for large fast tractors & commercial
trucks.
Less speed by some drivers. Less pot holes.
Less Tarmac lorries. There's one through Lyonshall every few minutes. Bad for pedestrians.
Main road is markings hard to see in fog due to heavy/dusty traffic ‐ more gritting of roads in bad
weather/snow.
Minor roads widened & footpaths to be built.
More checking of speed through the village, mirrors on the "dog‐leg" in centre.
More footpaths on roads connecting various parts of area i.e. Holm Marsh to Lyonshall.
More passing places for Spond Lane ‐ widening of Rhyse Lane.
More pavement required & from Memorial Hall to Church. Pavement always slippery when wet up by Village
Hall ‐ a lot of algae grows there.
More pavements (2)
More pavements for pedestrians and disabled persons scooters. Also pushchairs/prams.
More pavements needed
More pavements to avoid walking in the road ‐ too many trucks on roads to safely walk along them.
More policing of the speed limits.
More speed restrictions
Need resurfacing and widening in places.
Need widening in places with better surfacing.
None
None. They don't need to be much safer.
On "Z" bend near Royal George, erect a traffic mirror/s. When temporary traffic lights were used recently for
road repairs, much less stressful with traffic one direction only.
Only large HGV's and idiots who cannot keep to speed limits are a problem. Perhaps more speeding checks by
the police would help. A footpath is needed between Stepstile and The George but impossible to provide due
to adjacent gardens.
Pavement between village hall and church ("Pedestrians in road" signs if this isn't possible) .
Pavement north of v/hall
Pedestrian crossing ‐ by pub and by bungalows.
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Comments:
Proper fixing of potholes that last more than a few weeks.
Repair of potholes and road deterioration far more quickly.
Re‐route lorries somewhere else ‐ our village is too narrow.
Resurfacing + ditch making on many small roads, speed limits + no headphone worn when driving tractors on
roads.
Rhye Lane from A44 to Shobdon has become a major lorry route and needs upgrading urgently.
Roads need resurfacing ‐ too many pot holes
Roads to be maintained
Roads widened and maintained to a much better standard ‐ Powys does a much better job with their roads.
Slow the traffic down. Traffic ‐ calming measures
Some improvement needs to be made at the junction by the George pub. Query ‐ one way for heavy vehicles
up to the main road.
Some lanes (such as Spond lane) need more passing places. This is necessary all over the parish.
Speed is a problem in Spond Lane as traffic use it as "rat run" and when traffic diverted from A44
Speed is an issue in Spond Lane as is the volume of traffic particularly when used as a diversion for the A44.
Speed limits enforced
Speed limits enforced, right angle bend in village eliminated / bye‐passed.
Speeding through village is a problem. Measures to divert heavy traffic would be good.
Speeding through village is a problem. Burgoyne's lorries go too fast on the lanes east of the pub.
Still lots of motorbikes speeding along the A44
The 30mph through Lyonshall is totally ignored by the majority of people and needs more police presence.
The corner in front of the George will need traffic lights sooner or later. Insufficient pavements.
The roads through the village are way too small for the amount of heavy goods vehicles now pass through the
village.
The Z bend is hopeless for a major 'A' road. Even a traffic mirror would help.
Too many are very narrow with few passing places.
Traffic calming. Blind corner mirrors.
Traffic keeping to the speed limit through the village.
Traffic lights needed between Royal George and Stores Row
Traffic must be slowed down between A44 and Holme Marsh and pavements need to be continued over same
distance.
Traffic still too fast on A44. Speed limits not policed. Motor bikes.
We need footpaths at the side of the main road at least.
Widening of the lane past Bryn Court + the addition of speed cameras on the A480
Would like A480 reduced to one lane at Old Station bridge & footpath given space round bridge stanchions.
Need traffic calming to slow down the quarry lorries.
Yes to B ‐ but people must respect the speed limit.
Q39. Does Lyonshall need a local bicycle route? If "yes", where?
Comments:
A44 A80
Along main roads.
Between Newhouse Farm Holme Marsh & the Wood Wooton & Elsden
Bicycles danger to motorists go for rides in the mountains not on good land.
Close to roads
D/K, to Kington?
Don't know. Would be good for local children.
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Comments:
Down the "Rise" lane or anywhere it can be built easily.
For many who have no transport.
From church to village & up to Holmes Marsh & turning for Almeley.
Holme Marsh to Kington!
If Kington develops as a walker/cyclist centre a local route might be needed in future.
It should be safer to cycle to Kington
Local villages / towns.
Lyon. village hall circuit of 3 ??? [rds? mls?]
Lyonshall Park, cross parish route.
Maybe improve bridleways for social cycling.
Most minor roads.
Needs bit more thought!
Nice to have one, but quiet back roads are good cycle tracks. Links with tourism.
Not sure, but Sunday bicycling should be encouraged.
Old tram route?
On the A44
On the main road.
Precisely! Our hills discourage all but "keen" cyclists (which I am). Our lanes are excellent for those who want
to use them.
Safe route to Kington.
Spond Lane, Lyonshall Park Wood.
There is no room for bicycle route ‐ not enough room along sides of the roads.
There is no room for cycle path.
To Kington.
Upgrade public footpath from Rodd Barn to Kington to take bikes off the main road, but only if this can be
done without upsetting those farming the land involved.
Your Comments or other ideas on ROADS, RIDLEWAYS, CYCLE ROUTES, PAVEMENTS AND
FOOTPATHS section:
Comments:
1. Foot bridge at cottage wobbly. 2. footbridge Cotmore‐Yeld overgrown. 3. Footbridge Yeld ‐ Moorcot
LETHAL (Pembridge parish but connects to our parish).
A bicycle route would be good but where?
A clear map of stiles with dog access would help.
A480 Stepstiles to Royal George is a problem for walkers day and night due to lack of pavement. Similar
situation up hill from village hall.
Additional footpaths needed.
All are OK except pavements ‐ need one the entire length of the village (A480) and up hill to Holme Marsh.
All the above must be well kept & well signed. Speed limit for traffic on these roads.
Amey do not do a good job on maintenance of local areas.
Any problems with roads will be solved by the rocketing price and diminishing availability of fuel. And sooner
than we think!
As Q37
Better maintenance of path where there weren't any.
Bridleways and footpaths used by farm vehicles meaning they are difficult to walk on having been rutted &
churned up.
Bridleways are not kept in good order.
Bridleways/footpaths are often badly maintained.
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Comments:
Cycle paths are way behind the need for pavements through the whole village and to Holme Marsh
Farmers must be made to reinstate paths.
Footpath by Lane Cottage does not seem to be maintained other than by farmer.
Footpaths are not clearly marked or maintained.
Footpaths great for tourism ‐ cost?
Footpaths not kept clear & must be kept useable if tourism is to be promoted.
Footpaths/bridleways should be moved easily to make accessibility easier.
Footway up to church safe haven verges on link roads between paths.
If community more in touch they could get working parties together.
Just cut farm output. Rarely sociable, so better if stay in own box. Often know alls.
Maintenance carried out reasonably well when brought to relevant people's attention.
Many footpaths are almost inaccessible.
Many footpaths totally overgrown or planted over by farmers.
Many footpaths, stiles and bridleway's overgrown.
More pavements.
Need more pavements ‐ there are hardly any.
None
Not enough pavements.
Parish council should maintain verges & monitor council maintenance of drains
Pavement between village hall and church ("Pedestrians in road" signs if this isn't possible) .
Pavement system from pub to church needs improving.
Pavements should be priority for villagers and public use.
Pedestrians need pavements not easy to go for a local walk here.
See previous note on pavements. Some footpaths need to be better maintained.
See Q.37. Footpath styles are in need of repair.
Should be easier to move a footpath to the edge of the field.
Some footpath stiles need maintenance.
Some footpaths, bridleways not passable.
Some paths not maintained, overgrown.
Some paths require clearer marking ‐ "finger posts"
Speed limits on all minor narrow roads and lower limits thro' village. Encouragement of bicycling for small
journeys.
The answer to (40) was only just a yes. Footpaths could be clearer.
The is a lot of moss on the footpaths. I believe the lengthsman is supposed to clear this.
There should be footpath on Main Road between Stepstile and The George pub and lighting.
They are often overgrown.
They should keep to footpaths and if landlord agrees go on alternative path.
They're OK but can always be improved. This will be important to tourist push.
Too few pavements.
Use of footpaths by farm vehicles means they are difficult to negotiate on foot.
We are a genuine natural village and such imports from suburbanised commuter land are not required.
We need circular routes or tracks that link to other lanes for all 3 leisure users, walking, riding bikes & horses
can all use same tracks if only they had easy access
Where there are no footpaths the banks get muddy and flow on to the road, also lorries hit the mud and it
spreads.
World life footpath extended from hall to church ‐ there is just enough room though may need to nibble into
hedge.
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What other improvements or facilities would you like to see in Lyonshall for the future? What is THE
question we have forgotten to ask? All ideas and comments are welcome - it is YOUR Parish , after
all!
Comments:
[Respondent has attached an A4 sheet of comment/opinions.]
[RESPONDENT HAS SUBMITTED 1.25 A4 PAGES OF COMMENTS.]
[RESPONDENT SUBMITTED COMMENTS ON A4 SHEET.]
[THIS RESPONDENT SUBMITTED TWO A4 SHEETS OF NOTES.]
1. Does the village hall need to be extended and its parking enlarged? 2. Does anyone have any land they
would like to offer for development or recreational use? 3. We should do away with the development
boundary round the village.
A firm decision on the development and ownership of the Royal George would be a priority but no house
building on part/total site.
A speed limit of 20 mph should be introduced on Holme's Marsh, the present limit is 60 mph which is way too
high.
ABOUT YOU , Are You ?: do you not think of young people ? Respondent is a student. No ability to record
"student" on questionnaire ‐ a non‐category!
Arrangement to have the Castle Weir ruin more accessible and marked for visitors. How many villages have a
900 year old castle ruin? And it would add to the attraction of the lovely church.
Bridle paths & walking routes can be a huge revenue generator why do you want to live in Lyonshall? Because
of its absolute rural friendliness ‐ quiet & unspoilt English reserve & inertia are the difficulties that have to be
overcome
Children need to be considered. We have a lovely play area but the children need more activities which they
can get involved in in the village e.g. ‐ youth club, other clubs.
Concerned that as at meeting of 27/8/12 that there is a higher proportion of older residents + how to ensure
that young people's views are reflected in plan for future ‐ young are future of the village.
Don't want to see much change or much building, viewed a house at Shobdon before this one: rejected it,
village really ugly (personal opinion!) just some fine tuning/small developments to suit parishioners. I like the
village, the people and the area the way it is now.
Footpath from Memorial Hall to Church is needed please.
I do not feel qualified to dictate since I only arrived 2008 for family care in my dotage.
I found some of the questions very difficult to answer.
I like the village as it is and feel any moderate / suitable development would spoil it.
If affordable homes or old people's bungalows are built I think they should be for local people.
Keep fit class every 2 weeks
Lyonshall is a rural parish and must stay rural. If housing is to be built it needs to be in the village which is on
the bus route to people can get to/from work. there is little employment/no school, Lyonshall has grown over
the last 30 years, not for the better! An increase in the population would spoil Lyonshall. It is a village not a
town!! A country village, not Kington.
Lyonshall is rural and must stay rural. Especially out of central village. If housing needed central Lyonshall is
the most suitable (bus routes for work, buses to get to school), don't forget country village not town please
don't spoil this rural parish.
More houses to facilitate a shop, Post Office and public house of merit.
More social clubs in the village to pull the village together elderly better catered for (buses/social events).
Personally I would love to see Lyonshall with the ability to be an almost self‐sufficient community.
Provide accommodation for young folk who want to stay here. provide employment opportunities for those/
who want to remain here. Or indeed a first home before they move away.
Q.32: Is there need question assumes there is ('no' box omitted) Amenity areas badly maintained by
HC/Amey (Use local contractor instead of Amey ??)
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Comments:
Q: What other events/activities could be regularly held at village hall? A: Flicks in Sticks ? / Keep fit for 50+
/ Yoga / Pilates / Live music / bring & buy / jumble sale / seed + plant swap / youth club etc.
Question omitted ‐ should the Village Centre Development Boundary be retained as at present and/or
adjusted to meet current requirements. 2. Comprehensive illustrative development plan should be
circulated with the next questionnaire or referendum document.
Ref: WATER SUPPLY. With an interest in geology and earlier an amateur water diviner, I consider the ground
water now in the Penrhos area to be unsafe. Probably due to unlimited poultry "funerals" and other practices
remote from agriculture. This has no doubt affected the ground water, both south and north of the A44.
Suffice to say, I am now connected to Welsh Water mains supply. I have lived here since 1959 and now 90yrs
of age so you may agree I find some of the questions a little difficult to answer.
Respondent is a student (no provision to record students overleaf).
Shop required.
Thank you for this. However I fully expect that the council will thank us and then do exactly what they want!
The plan must include all the infrastructure, facilities and amenities in the parish, not just be a rubber
stamping exercise for endorsing housing provision which has already been decided!
Transport likely to become a main issue. Local/community provision ‐ may be one day a week.
Ways of getting people in the parish together to get to know each other + welcome newcomers.
We CHOSE to live in Lyonshall. We chose it because of all the villages and towns in Herefordshire we liked it
best. The last thing we want to see is "development"; there's enough of that blighting the rest of the UK.
We need to encourage the family unit & if there are no houses for young adults & no jobs the 18‐26 year olds
have to move away from the parish & sometimes the county.
What pole should the church play in developing a welcoming modern parish?

The Questionnaire
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AND FINALLY!
What other improvements or facilities would you like to see in
Lyonshall for the future?
What is ‘THE’ question we have forgotten to ask?
All ideas and comments are welcomed – it is YOUR Parish, after all!
_____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________

LYONSHALL
QUESTIONNAIRE

Please attach another sheet of paper to amplify any answer to any question, if necessary.
The information that you supply will be processed by Herefordshire Council’s Research Team, who are independently
analysing the results of this survey for the Lyonshall Neighbourhood Development Plan Steering Group. The
Steering Group are preparing the Neighbourhood Plan on behalf of Lyonshall Parish Council who, for the purposes
of the Data Protection Act 1998, are the Data Controller. Any information you provide will be treated as strictly
confidential and the information you provide will only be used for the purposes of developing the Neighbourhood
Plan. The information you provide will not be shared with any other party, but please note that any comments you
provide may appear in anonymised form in the published results. If you have any queries about the survey, or need
assistance completing the questionnaire, please contact Peter Broadbent. If you require any further information
about the Data Protection Act, please contact the Data Protection Officer, Herefordshire Council, Plough Lane,
PO Box 4, Hereford, HR4 0LE or email dataprotection@herefordshire.gov.uk

Thank you for completing this questionnaire

THIS SECTION IS OPTIONAL BUT WE WOULD REALLY LIKE YOUR CONTACT
DETAILS FOR FOLLOW UP CONSULTATION
Name: ............................................................................ Tel No: ....................................
Address:.............................................................................................................................

?
? ?
?

.................................Post Code: HR5 ............ e-mail: ....................................................
Please tick if interested in being involved in the consultation process of the Plan [ ]
PLEASE RETURN QUESTIONNAIRE BY MONDAY 8TH OCTOBER
IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING WAYS:
Sealed collection boxes in Royal George, the Church and Memorial Hall
or
Post or by hand to Peter Broadbent, The Ovals, Lyonshall, Kington, HR5 3LN
Any difficulties with the above, please call 01544 340215

PLEASE RETURN QUESTIONNAIRE BY
MONDAY 8TH OCTOBER
See back page for Return Methods

Neighbourhood Development Plan
for Lyonshall Civil Parish
WHY are we asking you these questions?
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34. Should we encourage green (bio, reed beds etc.)
alternatives to the present sewage treatment system?
Yes						[ ]
No						[ ]
Don’t know 					
[ ]

The aim of this questionnaire is to find out what YOU would like to see included in Lyonshall’s Neighbourhood
Plan. This Plan will look at the broad planning and development issues for the Parish for the next 20 – 30
years and it is designed to reflect what the Residents & Council Tax payers of Lyonshall would like to see
here in the longer term. We are talking about years up to 2032-2042!

35. Comments and ideas on practical ways in which
Lyonshall Parish could maximise its green energy use
and/or minimise its waste.

We hope that the answers to this questionnaire will show up the principal wishes and concerns of the
majority of those living in the Civil Parish [CP]. It is important to us that everyone expresses their views
by completing this questionnaire as fully as they feel able to do. We have kept the questions as short as
possible, many only require a “Yes” or “No” answer needing a tick [√]. There are instructions where
there are choices. We have also left spaces for YOUR comments at the end of every section, in case you
wish to expand on any of YOUR answers. This questionnaire is about getting as much input and as many
ideas from residents as possible. This is your opportunity to share the big idea for Lyonshall that has been
simmering gently in your mind for a while.

____________________________________________

Anonymity and Confidentiality
This questionnaire is being distributed to everyone on the Lyonshall Parish Electoral Roll. If you wish to
remain anonymous, you may. All questionnaires returned, whether anonymous or not, will be treated in the
strictest confidence. However, it will help in our analysis and gathering together of the responses if you
provide the basic demographic information requested in the “ABOUT YOU” section on page 7.
We want to follow up with as many people as possible so PLEASE fill in your name and address on the last
page if you would like us to talk to you again about your opinions or views. The Steering Group wants you
to be involved.

____________________________________________
____________________________________________

____________________________________________

Peter Broadbent,Chairman (01544 340215)

Cllr John Parker (01544 340394),
Cllr Dee Wetherill (01544 340545),
Cllr Isobel Hutton (01544 340766),
Richard Oliver (01544 340758),
KinseyHern (01544 340221)
Ron Addis (01544 340261),
Kate Lomax,Secretary (01544 340092)

41. Your Comments or other ideas on ROADS,
BRIDLEWAYS, CYCLE ROUTES, PAVEMENTS
AND FOOTPATHS section:
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

ABOUT YOU
Gender:
		

Male

36. Do you think the current roads through the parish
are:
a) Adequate for the traffic they may carry over the next
20 – 30 years?
Yes						[ ]
No						[ ]
Don’t know					
[ }

Age Group:
18 – 30 [ ]
61 – 75 [ ]

31 – 45 [ ]
76 – 90 [ ]

b) As safe as possible?
Yes						[ ]
No						[ ]
Don’t know 					
[ ]
		
37. If “No” to a) or b) above, what improvements
would you like to see?

Have you lived elsewhere?:
		
Yes
[ ]

____________________________________________

____________________________________________
____________________________________________
38. Do you feel that being on a bus route is important?

or any member of the Steering Group shown below:-

Yes						[ ]
No						[ ]
Don’t know					
[ ]

Please put your tick [√] in the relevant boxes:

ROADS, BRIDLEWAYS, CYCLE
ROUTES, PAVEMENTS AND
FOOTPATHS

____________________________________________

If you need help filling in the questionnaire or need more copies, contact:

40. Are the local pavements, footpaths, bridlepaths and
public rights of way adequate and/or sufficiently wellmaintained?

Very important 					
Moderately important				
Not important					
Don’t know					

[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]

39. Does Lyonshall need a local bicycle route?
Yes 						
[
No 						
[
Don’t know					
[

]
]
]

If “Yes”, where?
_____________________________________________

[ ]

Female [ ]
46 – 60 [ ]
91 +
[ ]

		

Time spent living in the Civil Parish of Lyonshall:
Under 10 years
[ ] 10 to 30 years
[ ]
More than 30 years
[ ]
No

[

]

Do you live in Lyonshall Parish?:
		
Yes
[ ]
No

[

]

Are you?: (tick all that apply)
Working full-time
[ ]
Working part-time
[ ]
Unemployed		
[ ]
Disabled		
[ ]
Full-time homebuilder [ ]
Retired/semi-retired
[ ]

Where do you work?:
In Lyonshall CP (map attached).
Within 20 miles of Lyonshall
(e.g. Kington, Hereford, Leominster)
Outside the County of Herefordshire
(e.g. London, Birmingham) 		
I don’t work				

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

How many under 18 year-olds are in the household?:
(fill in the number)
None			
[ ]
Aged 5 and under
[ ]
Aged 6 to 11		
[ ]
Aged 12 to 17		
[ ]
Please turn page for the final question
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Farms and/or poultry sites are an eyesore on the
landscape.		
YES [ ]
NO [ ]
Comments ____________________________________
_____________________________________________
Farming contributes towards the economy within
Lyonshall.		
YES [ ]
NO [ ]
Comments ____________________________________
_____________________________________________
Farmers are good stewards of the countryside.		
			YES [ ]
NO [ ]
Comments ____________________________________
_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

One Voter – One Questionnaire

HOUSING

If you cannot or do not wish to answer all questions,
please answer all those you can.
If you have children please answer with them in mind
or add an extra sheet with their comments.
If you require more space for any answer please
continue on a separate sheet of paper

____________________________________________

POPULATION

31. Your Comments or Ideas on FARMING/
AGRICULTURE section:

The current total population of Lyonshall Civil Parish
(CP) is approximately 700. Its area is 5,000 acres /
2,000 hectares / 20.23 Sq Km / 7.8 Sq Miles

_____________________________________________
____________________________________________

1. Do you consider the population of the Village and
Civil Parish should:

Comments ____________________________________

____________________________________________

Greatly increase in numbers 			
Increase in numbers
			
Stay the same
			
Decrease in numbers
			
Greatly decrease in numbers 			
Don’t know					

_____________________________________________

UTILITIES

2. Do you feel that the current population contains:

29. Do you feel that farmers are well placed to supply
food and energy?:
(Tick yes or no to these statements)		

32. Is there the need for a localised green (renewable)
energy supply for the general benefit of the local
residents? If so, would you support:
(Indicate as many as you would prefer, grading them
from 1 [most wanted] to 6 [least wanted]).

Too many old people
			
A good mix of ages
			
Too many young people 			
Don’t know					

Agriculture impacts on my life in other ways. (Please
specify)			
YES [ ]
NO [ ]
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30. Are there any types of farming practice or
organisation (such as organic, co-operatives etc.) that
you would like to see encouraged in the Parish?

Local farmers should be encouraged to produce more
food.			
YES [ ]
NO [ ]
Comments ____________________________________
_____________________________________________
Local farmers should be encouraged to supply food to
the local area.		
YES [ ]
NO [ ]
Comments ____________________________________
_____________________________________________
Renewable energy developments should be pursued by
local farmers.		
YES [ ]
NO [ ]
Comments ____________________________________
_____________________________________________
Energy produced should be available to village
residents. 		
YES [ ]
NO [ ]

____________________________________________
____________________________________________

Wind turbines 					
Biomass plants
Anaerobic digesters 				
Solar panels on either:
a. A designated field 				
b. Poultry house and similar roofs		
Ground-heat pumps 				
33. Do you have any issues with the following
services?: (Please tick if you have issues.)
Mains water					
Mains sewerage					
Mains gas					
Electricity					
Telephone, internet or broadband access		

[
[
[

]
]
]

[
[
[

]
]
]

[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]

If so, what are the issues and what action is needed?
(Note: Many properties are not on ‘The Mains’).
____________________________________________
____________________________________________

Comments ____________________________________

____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

____________________________________________

[
[
[
[
[
[

[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]
]

]
]
]
]

3. Do you consider that Lyonshall CP works well as a
community?
Yes
			
No
			
Don’t know					

[
[
[

]
]
]

4. If the population is to be increased, do you foresee
Lyonshall as primarily a residential village with people
working in the larger areas of employment or as an
economic centre in its own right with new jobs etc. in
the Civil Parish.
Residential/dormitory 				
Economic centre
			
Don’t know					

[
[
[

]
]
]

Your Comments and ideas about POPULATION:
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

5. Lyonshall is a large rural Parish geographically but
it has a small village at its centre and several scattered
hamlets. Ideally, if new houses were to be built,
should they be:
In the wider Civil Parish (CP)			
In or very near the centre of Lyonshall Village
A mix of both					
No preference					

[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]

6. If in the wider parish, where would your preferred
site(s) be?:
(Indicate as many as you would prefer, grading them
from 1 [most wanted] to 8 [least wanted]).
Holme Marsh 					
New Street/Litfield 				
Penrhos/Penrhos Common			
Whittern/Lewis Wych/Next End.		
Bullocks Mill					
Woonton Ash					
The Rhyse					
Other (please specify)
______________________________________

[
[
[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]
]
]

[

]

No preference					

[

]

7. If in the Village of Lyonshall, where should housing
development be?:
(Indicate as many as you would prefer, grading them
from 1 [most wanted] to 5 [least wanted]).
On the A480 – `North’ towards the church
On the A 480 - `South’ towards Hereford
`East’ towards Bryncurl and the A44
`West’ along Spond Lane towards Elsdon
Just in-fill and “ad hoc” (random)
No preference					

[
[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]
]

8. Over recent years, on average two new houses per
year have been built in the entire CP. Do you consider
this: (select one)
Too many 					
About right 					
Too few 					
Don’t know					

[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]

9. If new homes are to be built during the next 10 – 30
years, what type should they be?:
(Indicate as many as you would prefer, grading them
from 1 [most wanted] to 9 [least wanted]).
Detached private houses (executive homes – 3, 4 or
more bedrooms) 				
[ ]
Private semi-detached/terraced houses (2 or 3
bedrooms)
			
[ ]
Houses with workshops attached for cottage industries
						[ ]
Bungalows					
[ ]
(continued overleaf)
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Eco-homes 					
[ ]
Subsidised homes for sale or rent		
[ ]
Sheltered accommodation for elderly people
[ ]
Houses for multiple occupancy (i.e. small flats, hostels
etc.)
				
[ ]
Other (please specify)
______________________________________ [ ]
No preference					
[ ]
10. Should priority be given to:
(Indicate as many as you would prefer, grading them
from 1 [most wanted] to 5 [least wanted]).
Restoring and updating current housing and empty
houses
				
[ ]
Barn conversions or similar re-use of existing redundant
buildings
					
[ ]
“Self-building” by local people for their own use [ ]
“New Builds” on suitable land within Government
Guidelines
			
[ ]
Other (please specify)
______________________________________ [ ]
No preference					
[ ]
11. Comments and ideas on HOUSING section.
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14. Would you prefer the exterior style of new houses
to be:
(Indicate as many as you would prefer, grading them
from 1 [most wanted] to 7 [least wanted]).
Ultra-modern 					
[ ]
(more on next page)
Traditional timber-framed (“Tudorbethan”)
[ ]
Half-timbered/rendered (“Black-and-White” or cottage
style) 						
[ ]
Traditional stone-faced 				
[ ]
Traditional red brick faced 			
[ ]
Wood 						
[ ]
Other (please specify)
______________________________________ [ ]
15. Should all new homes have gardens? (select one)
Yes 						
No						
No preference					

[
[
[

]
]
]

16. Should all new homes have garages? (select one)

21. Should Lyonshall encourage tourism?
Yes 						
No 						
Don’t know					

[
[
[

]
]
]

Idea, priority 2 ________________________________

More holiday lets				
More B&B accommodation 			
Hotel/Inn accommodation			
Better specific marketing for the Parish 		
New `visitor attractions’				
Other (please specify)
______________________________________

[
[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]
]

Idea, priority 4 ________________________________

[

]

Don’t know					

[

]

Your Comments or other ideas on BUSINESS/
TOURISM section:
_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

17. Comments and ideas on DESIGN section.

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

AMENITIES & SERVICES

_____________________________________________

23. If there was a village shop/post office how would
you use it? (select one)

_____________________________________________

12. If several new houses were to be built should they
be: (select one)
All on the same site (i.e. a small residential
development) 					
Divided between several different sites 		
A mix of the above				
No preference					

[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]

13. If several new houses are built as a group should
they be:
Size (select one)
The same size (e.g. 3 bed) and occupy the same sized
plot						
[ ]
A mixture of sizes and plots			
[ ]
No preference					
[ ]
Style (select one)
Of a similar style to each other 			
[ ]
A mixture of styles				
[ ]
No preference					
[ ]

BUSINESS & TOURISM
18. Should Lyonshall be making a plan for commercial
development?

_____________________________________________

27. Your Comments or other ideas on AMENITIES/
SERVICES section:
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________
_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

28. Do you feel your life is affected by local farming &
agri-business in any of the following ways?:
(Tick yes or no to these statements)			
					
Tractors and farm machinery impact on the Lyonshall
road network.		
YES [ ]
NO [ ]

Very rarely					
Convenience shopping				
Weekly shop					
Not at all					

[
[
[
[

]
]
]
]

[
[
[

]
]
]

24. How necessary is the village pub?

19. If yes, what sort of businesses would you like to see
in the parish?
_____________________________________________

25. Are there any other retail outlets which you would
support in Lyonshall e.g. weekly produce market, craft
centre, cafe?
_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

Idea, priority 5 ________________________________

FARMING AND AGRI-BUSINESS

Very necessary/vital 				
Quite necessary/desirable			
Not necessary					

20. Where would you like to see commercial units built
if required?
_____________________________________________

Idea, priority 3 ________________________________

_____________________________________________

Yes						[ ]
No						[ ]
Don’t know					
[ ]

_____________________________________________

Idea, priority 1 ________________________________

22. If “Yes”, what is required?
(Indicate as many as you would prefer, grading them
from 1 [most wanted] to 6 [least wanted]).

Yes						[ ]
No 						
[ ]
No preference					
[ ]

DESIGN OF HOUSING AND
DEVELOPMENT

26. If suitable land could be found, what do you
consider are the most important additional amenities
that Lyonshall needs? (List as many as you would like
to see)

_____________________________________________

Comments ____________________________________
_____________________________________________
Spreading of farmyard manure causes smell at my
property.		
YES [ ]
NO [ ]
Comments ____________________________________
_____________________________________________
Local farms create noise that affects my quality of life.
			YES [ ]
NO [ ]
Comments ____________________________________
_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

Local poultry sites impact on my life.			
			YES [ ]
NO [ ]

_____________________________________________

Comments ____________________________________
_____________________________________________
(continued overleaf)
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